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ANNEX

RULES GOVERNING MEDIA CONCENTRATION

IN THE MEUSER STATES OF THE COMMUNITY(

I. Introduct Ion

Concentration In the media takes different forms" and so do the legal

measures which can be used to counter the threat to pluralism which

concentrat Ion poses. Th Is study draws severa I d 1st Inct Ions between

different types of concentration and between different types of rule.

1. Rules specific to monomedla concentration

Monomedla " concentrat Ion refers to the accumulation or control by a single

enterprise of resources or market shares In a particular medium of
communication (e. g. television, radio or the press). Thus In broadcasting
there will be concentrat Ion where one enterpr Ise organ i zes or controls
severa I channe Is. TO prevent concentrat Ion, and to maintain as pluralist a

structure as possible, rules have been enacted which limit the number of

channels which can be broadcast or controlled by the same enterprise.
limits of this kind are Intended to ensure that there Is pluralism In the

channe Is offer ensur I ng that they are suppl ied different
broadcast I ng organ I za t Ions.

2. Rules specific to multimedia concentration

There Is "multimedia" concentration where one enterprise operates both 

(*)

Th I s study I based on the rep I I es wh I ch most Member states
provided to a request for- Information from the Commission dated
17 Apr II 1990.
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telecommunications" particularly radio and television broadcasting, and In
the press, particularly dally newspapers. Cross-ownershlp of this kind
Increases the Influence such an organization can exercise over public
opinion, but It also Is a factor In competition because It allows
cross-market I ng of the organ I zat Ion s products and may give I t an advantage
over competitors operating In only one of the two areas. In some
Member states there .are rules restricting ownership In more than one medium

at a time.

General competition rules

Mul timed I a concentration also Involves the accumulat Ion economl c

resources In the hands of a small group of powerful enterpr Ises, and may
result In the establishment of dominant positions restricting competition
on various markets. Competition law In general. and at Community level

Articles 85 and 86 of the EEC Treaty and the Merger Control Regulatlon. (1)

seeks to prevent concentrat Ion this kind. I n some Member States.
likewise, there are specific rules which can be applied to mergers In order
to eliminate concentration liable to restrict competition.

Internal structural requirements for licence-holders

For certain media with a strong Influence on publiC opinion - nationwide
broadcasting being one - some Member States Impose built- In safeguards
which ensure that the organization Is unable to determine the content of

(1) Council Regulation No 4064/89 on the control of concentrations
between undertakings: OJ No L 395. 30. 12. 1989

, p. 

1; corrected
version OJ No L 257. 21. 1990. p. 13.
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Its programmes by Itself. The law sometimes requires that groupings of

broadcasters be set up, with a ceiling being Imposed on any one firm

shareholdlngs and voting rights. Another solution Is to require that a
broadcaster programming be supervised by a board which Includes

representation from different outlooks and which has real authority over
the content of programmes. These measures are a Intended to build

plurall$m Into the structure of the organization. They form an Integral

part of the rules on pluralism applying In some Member states. and have

been Included here accordingly.

Measures requiring pluralism In progn.lm1es

La$tly, measur.es to preserve pluralism In broadcasting may take the form of

direct obligations governing programmes themselves. This Is the case with
the Internal pluralism system In which programming principles require the
broadcaster to maintain a fair balance between all shades of opinion.

Disclosure and concentrat Ion

If there Is to be any monitoring of the development of concentration In the

media In general. and In broadcasting In particular, the ownership and
control relationships In the companies Involved must be known. In order to
produce the desired effect the restrictions and ceilings Imposed mu$t be
supplemented by formal rules which en$ure proper disclosure and thus make

It possible to monitor shifts In holdings. which are most often reciprocal

and can change very rap I d I y .
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II. Systems for limiting concentrat Ion and safeguarding pluralism In the

Member States

BELGI UM

(A) Preliminary

There are three features of Belgian broadcasting which are of special
relevance In a discussion of pluralism. Firstly. because of the linguistic
and cultural division of the country. the rules governing broadcasting are
different In Dutch-speak I ng and French-speaking Be Ig lum. and pr Ivate
broadcasters are II censed by a separate author I ty I n each language

commun I ty . each app I y I ng I ts own crl ter I a. Each of these two language
groups has Its own private broadcasters (RTL-TVI and Canal Plus 
French-speaking areas and VTM and Fllmnet In Dutch-speaking areas).
Secondly. attractive foreign programmes can be received throughout Belgium

In their or Iglnal language; these are broadcast mainly from France and the
Netherlands. and compete with domestic programmes. ThirdlY" 93% of
households are connected to cable. the highest proportion In the Community.

which Increases the number of programmes available and thus boosts
compet I t Ion.

One of the main objectives of Belgian broadcasting legislation has been to

strengthen the position of the domestic broadcasters In each language
community. By contrast with the position In other Member States. these
broadcasters are not limited In their activities by rules on concentration;

quite the reverse. they are helped by laws which give them a strong
position particularly as regards advertising. For reasons of profitability

there has for a long time been only one commercial television station set
up or authorized In each language community. so that the problem of
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mult Ipllclty broadcasters" does not arise either. These spec I a I

circumstances mean that we have to depart from the pract Ice we have

followed elsewhere. and to distinguish between the two major language

commun I ties.

(8) The French-spealc.lng cOIMIunlty

( I) Genera I

In the French-speaking community the legal basis for private
broadcasting Is the Decree of 17 July 1987. (2) amended by the Decree

of 19 Jury 1991 (3) (these decrees are laws enacted by the elected
assembly of the community). The Decree distinguishes local community

television channels from the others. The two pr Ivate French-speaking

television channels are RTL-TVI (In which the Luxembourg corporation

CLT has a 66% holding) and Canal Plus TVCF (the main shareholders In

which are RTBF . Canal Plus France and Deflcom).

( 11 ) Monomed I a concentrat Ion

Private radio stations require authorization under the Decree of

19 July 1991; no person. natural or legal. may directly or Indirectly
hold more than 24% of the capital of more than five pr Ivate radio
stations .. nor supply more than one third of the membership of the

management bodies of more than five private radio stations" nor manage

more than five pr Ivate radio stations. (4) The Execut Ive of the

French-speaking community may depart from this principle In exceptional

cases where It would help to promote radio production with a cultural
content, unless the Council on the Audiovisual Industry (Consell

suDerleur de I ' Audlovlsuel) objects. Participation In private radio

(2)
(3)
(4)

Monlteur beige . 22 August 1987. p. 12505.
Monlteur belae . 2 October 1991 . p. 21671.

Article 32 of the Decree of 17 July 1987 as amended.
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In anyone geographical area Is restricted on similar lines, but more
strictly, to one private radio channel as compared with flve. (5)

Here there Is no provision for exemption by the Executive. The new

Decree prevents any natural or legal person from playing a part In the
processing of InformatiOn for more than one radio station In the same

geogr aph I ca I area.

As far as private television In the French-speaking community Is

concerned . the Decree of 17 July 1987 states that any natural or legal

person who directly or Indirectly holds more than 24% of the capital of

a private television channel In the French-speaking community may not
directly or Indirectly hold more than 24% of the capital In another
private television channel In the French-speaking communlty. (6)

Public administrative bodies and bodies recognized as operating In the
public Interest may not directly or Indirectly have any share In the
capital or In the management of private television channels In the
French-speaking community, Unless they are cable network operators (7)

or public broadcasters and their holding does not exceed 24% of the
capital In the private channel.(8)

(II n Mu It Imed I a concentrat Ion

As regards television-radio concentration, a natural or legal person
who directly or Indirectly holds more than 24% of the capital of a

private television channel In the French-speaking community may not
directly or Indirectly hold more than 24% of the capital In more than
five private radio stations. The new Decree specifies that a cable

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Art Icle 32ter of the Decree of 17 July 1987 as amended.
Article 41.
Defined In Article 21.
Article 17.
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network operator and I ts manager may not between them hold more than
24% of the capital In a private broadcasting organization. nor supply

more than one third of the membership of the management bodies. nor

manage a private broadcasting organization or local community

television channel. (9)

(Iv) Restrictions on fore Ian oartlclo~tlon

To secure authorization a private radio station must among other things

have submitted an application drawn up In French and signed by at least
two persons of Belgian nationality. Indicating their names and their
addresses. which must be located In the area to which the radio stat Ion

Is to broadcast. (10)

(v) Other restrictions on oartlcloatlon

The Decree of 17 July 1987 states that a private radio station will be

authorized only If It Is Independent of any organization representing

employers or workers, and any political party. (11) Public

authorities may neither directly nor Indirectly control any private
radio statlon.(12) In order to secure author Izat Ion local

television station must be run by a non-proflt-maklng association
established In accordance with Belgian law.

In the case of private television, subject to the exceptions listed In

paragraph (III). public administrative bodies and bodies recognized as

operating In the public Interest may not directly or Indirectly have

any share In the capital or In the management of private television

(9)
(10)
(11)
( 12)

Article 21.
Article 31(3).
Article 31(4).
Article 33.
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channels In the French-speaking communlty. (13) A private television
channel must have Its registered office and main place of business 

the French-speaking region or In bilingual Brussels. (14) A similar
rule applies to persons who wish to .establlsh or operate a radio or

televl.slon cable network. (15)

(vI) Measures to safeguard Dlurallsm In the content of prQQrammes

In order to secure authorization a private radio station must set out

to advance culture. to provide continuing education, to provide news

and Information. to play part In local activities. to provide
entertainment or to provide services to the public, separately or at
the same tlme. (16) In designing Its programmes It must also give a
proper place to the cultural heritage and to artists from the
French-speaking commun I ty and from the Member states of the
European Communi ties. (17)

local television channel applying for authorization must In Its
programmes seek to provide local news and Inf.ormatton and to plaY
part In local activities. cultural development and continuing
educat Ion. (18)

(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)

Article
Article
Ar tl c I e
Art I c I e
Ar tl c Ie

Art I c I e

17.
16(2) .
20(3) .
31(2) .
31 (6) .
4(2) .
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Private television channels In the French-speaking community .must

the I r programmes give a proper p lace to the cultura I her I tage of the

French-speaking communlty.c19) They must entertain collaborative
relatIonships with a vIew to the maintenance and development of

pluralism In the press In the French-speaking communlty. (20)

The new Decree I ays down ru I es on adver tis Ing I n broadcasts by RT8F and

other broadcasters operat Ing wi th I n the sphere of author I ty of the

French-speak I ng community. under wh I ch these broadcasters .must he I p to

promote audiovisual cui tural product Ion In the French-speaking

community and the Member States of the European Communities. and to

maintain and develop pluralism In television and the press In the
French-speak I ng commun I ty. (21)

(vii) Disclosure of concentrat Ion

The only rules on the dlsc.losure of concentration are those which

require private radio and televIsion channels In the French-speaking
community to be companies whose shares must all be reglstered.

(22)

(viii) ComDetltloh rules

There are no rules of competitIon law specific to the medIa. The Law

of 27 May 1960 on protect Ion against the abuse of economic power
applies to undertakings generally. The Law of 5 August 1991 (which Is

to enter Into force on 1 Apr II 1993) Includes provisions dealing with

restrictive practices and with the abuse of dominant positions.

(19)
(20)
(21 )
(22)

Art Icle 16(4).
Article 16(9).
Article 26(3).
Articles 31(1) and 16(1).
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It also contains provisions on mergers and acquisitions.

media undertakings In general.
I t app II es to

(C) The Flemish COI1IIIUnlty

( I ) General

In the Flemish (or Dutch-speaking) communi ty, pr Ivate broadcast Ing Is

regulated by the Decree of 28 January 1987 (television) and the Decree

of 6 May 1982 (radio). (23)

The legislation distinguishes three categories of private television
corporat Ion: corporations whose broadcasts are addressed to the whole

of the Flemish communi ty; corporat Ions whose broadcasts are addressed
to a selected public In the Flemish community or to the people of a

region or a locality; and corporations which provide a radio or
television service against payment. (24) draft Decree under
conslderat Ion would Introduce a further category. that of corporat Ions
which offer other categories Of service to the public or to a section

of 11.(25)

( II) Monomed I a concentrat Ion

An exclusive licence may be given to a single television corporation.
giving It an advertising monopoly. Such a licence has been given

(23)
(24)
(25)

Belalsch Staatsblad . 19 March 1987. p. 4196 (television).
Art Icle 7 of the Decree of 28 January 1987.
Draft Decree of 5 July 1991 On the approval and authorization of
radio and television distribution networks and the promotion of the
broadcasting and production of television programmes. Article 12.
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to VTM. a consortium of nine Flemish press publishers. VTM began

broadcast Ing on 1 FebrUary 1989. In radio broadcast Ing. likewise, only

one corporat Ion may broadcast advert Ising addressed to the public 
the Flemish community as a whole. (26) Regional advertising may be
broadcast by radio and television broadcasters whose programmes are

addressed to a section of the Flemish community or to a local district.

Only one private regional television corporation may be approved Inside

anyone broadcast Ing area. (27)

(III) Mul timed la concentrat Ion

There Is a rule under wh Ich at least 51" of the capital In the

non-public television corporation whose broadcasts are addressed to the

Flemish community as a whole must be held by the publishers of

Dutch- language dally and weekly newspapers having their registered

offices In the Dutch-speaking region or In bilingual Brussels.c28)

The Decree now at the draft stage would repeal this provision.

following the Initiation of Infringement proceedings against It by the
Commission.

This rule confers a special advantage on Flemish publishers. and
because of It cross-ho I dings M whl ch have been rest r I cted I n other

countries, are not only facilitated but Institutionalized by the
law. (29) The rule Is Intended to reserve a share of private

television

(28)
(29)

Article 3 of the Decree of 12 June 1991: Belalsch Staatsblad
14 August 1991. p. 17735.
Article 7(1) of the Decree of 23 October 1991 on the organization
and approval of private regional television corporations.
Article 8(1) of the Decree of 28 January 1987.
Cable network operators. however . may not hold a stake of more than

20" In the corporation.

(26)

(27)
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revenue to the Flemish publishers, In order to offset an anticipated
loss In advertising revenue. It also seeks to preserve the Flemish
character of broadcasts.

( Iv) Restrictions on forelan DartlclDatlon

The rule reqUiring that a 51% stake be held by Flemish publishers has

just been described.

(v) Other restr let Ions on Dart IclDat Ion

Private television corporatl.ons must take the form of legal persons

established under private law . and must have their registered office 

the Dutch-speaking region or bilingual 8russels. (30) Private regional
television corporations must be In the form of non-proflt-maklng
assoclatlons. (31) In order to secure authorization a private
regional television corporation must have as Its sole object the
provision of .reglonal television broadcasts; (32) must operate one
regional television channel onIYj (33) and must be Independent of any
political or trade union grouping and of any commercial

organlzatlon. (34)

(vi) Measures to safeQuard Dlurallsm In the content of Droarammes

Radio stations have a legal monopoly In their local or regional
broadcasting area. but they are subject to very strict pluralism
requ Irements.

(30)
(31 )
(32)
(33)
(34)

Article
Article
Article
Article
Article

5 of the Decree of 28
4(1) of the Decree of
4(3) .
4(4).
4(5) .

January 1987.
23 October 1991.
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The Flemish legislation provides that private television corporations

whose broadcasts are addressed to the Flemish community as a whole must

In their broadcasts provide a variety of Information. education and

entertainment. complying with Quotas set by the Flemish Executlve.
(35)

Where a private te.levlslon corpor.atlon addresses Its programmes to a

selected public Inside the Flemish community. or to a regional or 
local

public, other rules apply: the corporation must take the form of a
legal person established under pr Ivate law, whose objects are confined

to the provision of social. cultural and educational broadcasts. (36)

private regional television corporation must provide news and

Information, regional- Interest, education and leisure programmes 
order to promote communication between those living In Its broadcasting

area and to contr Ibute to the general social and cultural development

of the reglon. (37) Its news and Information broadcasts must comPly

with the customary standards of ethics In Journalism. and editorial

Impartiality and Independence must be ensured.
(38)

The draft Decree of 5 July 1991 would require the operators of r.adlo

and television cable networks to provide simultaneous and uninterrupted

relay of a num~er of radio and television channels whose broadcasters

were dUly authorized by the authorities of their country. and which

were addressed to the whole of the relevant community; the number of

such channels would be equal to the number of radio and television

channels broadcast by the public broadcasting services of the 
flemish

community; the obligation would apply where the Flemish community

authorities established that those Flemish channels were relayed

(35)
(36)
(37)
(38)

Art Icles 9 and 10 of the Decree of 28 January 1987.
Article 5(1) of the Decree of 11 May 1988.
Art I c I e 2 of the Decree of 23 October 1991.
Article 4(9) of the Decree of 23 October 1991.
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on the cable' network of that country. and provided the non-Flemish
broadcasts were In the langl(age or one of the languages of the relevant
country. (39)

(vii) Disclosure of concentration

The private television corporat Ion whose broadcasts are addressed to
the Flemish community as a whole Is required to Inform the Flemish
Execut I ve of any change I n its share cap I ta I . Every year I t must
sUpply the Executive wltha report showing how It has compiled with the
requirements of media legl.slatlon. (40) Its shares must be r.eglstered
shares. (41)

(viii) ComDet I t Ion rules

There Is In Belgium no form of merger control based on competition
considerations which might affect the media.

DENMARK

Background

Danish broadcasting. Inspired by traditional public service objectives and

with an essentially national focus. has provided a relatively limited

(39)
(40)
(41)

Article 9(1)(5). 
Article 2 of the Decree of 11 May 1988.
Article 8(1) of the Decree of 28 January 1987.
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domestic service In comparison with many of Its European 
partners. Denmark

has one of the lowest per capita viewing figures 
In Europe (42) . Although

Danish radio started operations In 1922 as a private 
enterprise, political

consensus was qu I ckl y reached that t h I $ new med I um shou I d be p I aced under

state control as a public service. Thus In 1926, the same year that the

Br I tlsh Broadcast I ng Company rece I ved Its roya I char ter and became the

British 8roadcastlng Corporation. Danmarks Radio 
(DR). a statutory public

corporation funded by licence fees. was granted a monopolY over radio

broadcasting. This monopoly was extended In 1954 to the television 
sector.

In 1985 existing legislation was amendend to open the way to private

broadcasters. albeit at the carefully conta.lned local level(43)
Private

broadcasters have consistent Iy been refused entry at the nat lonal level.

although a degree of competition for DR has nOW been provided by the 
new.

public television stat Ion TV2 which began regular broadcasts In 1988. TV

. unlike DR. Is funded predominantly by advertising revenues and seeks to

reflect regional Interests through Its network of eight 
regional stations.

Due to the limitations of the public system cable started 
life early and

registered extensive growth In the mid seventies. local I sed master antenna

networks were established and In 1985 an ambitious cable plan was 
launched

with the Intention to establish within six years a national ' hybrid

net' uslng high technology fibre optic cable. Sole rights to Install the

ma I n cabl e II nes II nkl ng sate III te rece I vers to the master antenna systems

were granted to the regional telephone companies. These were thus able to

capitalise on the high technology. but also high cost. optic fibre cables
which they had already started to Install. To further encourage this

Investment the telephone companies were given one other 
Important monopoly:

they alone were entitled to capture satellite signals and relay them to

master antenna systems over the I r cab let runk II nes. Th Is protect Ion was 

last for two years and In 1987 the hybrid net legislation was amended to

(42) Special 1991 edition of Medlaspouvolrs by Truffart. F. entitled
Guide des televisions en Europe ; at p . 21.

law no. 589 of 1985, now part II a of Law no. 421 of 1973.(43)
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allow both Individual and satellite master antenna (SMATV) reception. Since

then there has been a rapid growth In SMATV Systems able to relay satel.llte
programmes at significantly lower rates. with the number of households
attached to SMATV systems closely vying with that of those connected to the

hybrid net. Cable relay has been deliberately structured to retain close

local ties but with the development of the hybrid net showing signs of
exhaustion there are calls for the relaxation of the existing rules to open

the way for a national cable broadcast service. At present. a draft law
proposes to make some changes In the audiovisual sector. However, this will
not affect the existing position on ownership and pluralism In the media.

b) PrlnclDles of Constitutional LaW

The poliCY behind Danish legislation concerning the media Is based on the
freedom of expression and Information. The Danish Constitution of 1953 sets

out a general guarantee of freedom of expression In article 77 which
provides that " (a)ny person shall be entitled to publish his thoughts 

printing. In writing" and In speech provided that he may be held
answerable In a court of Just Ice. Censorsh Ip and other prevent Ive measures
shall never again be Introduced"

c) The Reaulatlon of Concentrations In the Local Radio and Television

Sectors

DaniSh legislation centres on the discretionary award of local licences and

few , If any. specific requirements are set down In primary legislation.
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TwO categories of licence holders are Identlfled(44): firstly.
authorities; and secondly. private broadcast organlsatlons.

local

No specific mono or cross media ownership restrictions are contained In the
governing legislation. Indeed, the only provision In point IS one which
favours a specific form of cross media ownership: publishers of national
and loca I newspapers are exempt from the prohl bit Ion on prof I t-makl ng

entities having a "decisive Influence In local radio or television
stations (section 15 a. (2) of the 1990 Order). The award of a broadcast
licence toa company In whiCh new$paper Interests predominate Is. however.
conditional on the broadcast station operating so as " to provide a forum
for broad local debate . At the mono media level. licence holders are
required to carry out their activities In an ' Independent' fashion without

cooperation on a long-term basis with other Ilcencees. In particular,
section 15 a. (4) provides that their programme activities may not, except

In except lonal cases, Include programmes which are simultaneously
broadcast by another II censee .

d) Forelan and other OwnershlD Restrictions for Lc 31 Radio and Television
Licences

The category of applicants for local licences Is closely circumscribed.
AI though there are no restrictions on foreign ownersh Ip as such. a number
of leg Is I at Ive provisions serve to deter foreign or Indeed more general
commercial Investment In the pr Ivate audlovlsual sector (45) . The majority

(44) The main legislation for the audiovisUal sector stems from the 1973
Radio and Television Act , no. 421 of the 15th of June. This has
undergone numerous alTlendmehts over time and these were recent Iy
consolidated In Bekendtgorelse no. 339 of 1990. hereinafter referred
to as the ' 1990 Order The licencing provisions for the private
broadcast sector are set out In Chapter 2a of the 1990 Order.
Section 15 a. (2) of the 1990 Order.(45)
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of board members of a II censed company or assoc I at Ion are requ I red to be
resident In the local area and licence holders must have as their sole
object radio or television activities. Moreover . commercial entities. with

the exception of national and local newspaper publishers, as noted above,
are not allowed to have a "decisive Inf luence In local radio and
television organlsatlons. LIcences may also be granted to local authorities

but then only If their purpose In engaging In programme activities 
solely to make available production and broadcasting facilities for
citizens or to provide Information concerning the local authority (section

15a (3)).

e) Cable Relay

Tight ownership provisions f.or private entities have served to fuel the
demand for foreign programmes and Denmark now possesses a technologically
advanced network of hybr Id-cable and SMATV systems. Llml tat Ions In the
offer at domestic level .are thus counterbalanced by widespread access to
fore I gn stat Ions.

Nevertheless ownership of the technical Infrastructure Is carefully
controlled acting to block foreign and commercial entry. Thus, ownership of

MATV systems has been restr Icted mainly to the regional telephone companies

and antenna societies. with a continuing emphasis on local control and

accountab III ty.

Sma II , domestl c MATV networks of twenty five or fewer head ends do not
require formal authorlsatlon (section 3a. (5) of the 1990 Order). while the
larger nets must obtain a licence from the Minister for Communications

(sect Ion 5). LIcence awards for master antenna cable networks have been

restricted to four distinct categories: local government bodies. the
regional telephone companies. owners of appartment blocks and non-profit
user groups or antenna societies. In 1989 more than 80% of the MATV systems

were owned by the antenna soclet les and pr Ivate companies have had to
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content themselves with
networks.

operat Ing contracts Install and run the

The possibility that ownership of MATV networkS might be concentrated In a

few hands or that there might be dl rect penetrat Ion by pr Ivate concerns
with Interests In other media outlets Is thus greatly reduced. Private

Installation companies. despIte their capital Investment. have to negotiate

coverage and programme terms wi th the antenna soclet les and find themselves

at disadvantage vis vis the powerful telephone companies.

Nevertheless. Independent firms have moved Into the Danish cable market

with Flnvlk. part of the Swedish group Klnnevlk, establishing a strong

market presence. It will be apparent that these ownership restrictions
serve to prevent foreign companies from owning the c.able Infrastructure.
although they are not precluded from seeking operating contracts on similar

terms to Dan Ish compan I es.

f) Qomestlc ComDetltlon Lealsl~tlon

Domestic competition legislation was Introduced I 1989(46) . This requires

that the Competition Board be notifIed of all ' agreements and decisions. by

which a dominant Influence Is exerted or may be exerted on a certain
market' (section 5. (1)). The Competition Board has wide powers of

Investigation and may. subject to safeguards concerning confidential
Information. publish reports where this will promote ' transparency ' In the

market structure. Where practices are thought to be restrictive of

competition the Board Is empowered to Initiate negotiations. terminate

agreements and set max I mum pr I ce or prof I t threshol ds. The Act app II es to

commercial enterprises and associations of such enterprises and, to a more

limited extentM to business activities performed by central or local

government administrations. The more draconian powers of the competition

Board to terminate agreements and set max I mum pr Ice or prof I t thresholds 

(46) Law no. 370 of 7th June 1989.
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not. however . apply to the latter category of business activities performed

by public bodies. nor to business activities which under special
provision . are subJect to control or approval by public authorities.

g) 

T~e Protection of Pluralism throuah COntent Reaulatlon

Danmarks Radio. as the established public service broadcaster. Is required

to broadcast news. Information . entertainment and cultural programmes (47)

Moreover. In programme planning. paramount emphasis must be placed on

freedom of Information and expression. It Is to strive to offer quality,
diversity and. pluralism and to attach Importance to objectivity and
Impartiality In Its news programmes. Apart from these very general
provisions the only other requirement Is to broadcast civil defence
Information at a time of crisis.

The other nat.lonal television broadcaster, TV2. a public corporat Ion
distinct from DR. Is set up around eight regional and one central boards.
TV2 has even fewer express public service obligations than DR: section 15

k. of the 1990 Order merely requires It to strive to provide quality.
diversity and pluralism and ensure that Its regional programming has a real
link with the region In question. TV2 Is required by Its statutes to
broadcast news and Information programmes. entertainment and artistic and
cui tura I programmes. News and Informat Ion programmes must be object Ive and
Impartial. In any event the broadcasting of programmes must be made having

regard to dlversl ty and plurallsm (48) . The vast bulk of TV2' s programmes,
with the exception of Its news and current affairs programmes. must be

(47) See section 6 which deals specifically with the programme
obligations of DR. See also Article 3 of Decree n ' 148 of 6th March
1989 concerning the statutes of DR.
Art Icle 3(2) of Decree n ' 75 of 5th February 1990 concerning the
statutes of TV2.

(48)
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commissioned from Independent producers. although It Is Involved In some

coproduct Ion act I v I ty . TV2 Is. however. sub ect to one spec fie content

provision designed to favour Scandlnavlanpr.oductlon: It Is ' to endeavour
to ensure that at least 50% of Its transmitted programmes are of Danish or

NordiC origin.

In the pr Ivate radio and television sector the award of licences Is an
essent lally . dlscret lonary affair and very few gUidelines are set as to the
criteria which should be employed. Some stress Is placed. howeverft on the

applicants ' awareness of local specificities: those seeking a licence are
required to describe their proJected programme activity to the local

Commission so that It can ensure that there will be an adequate connection

with the local area (section 15 b. (2)). In processing applications the
Commission Is also to endeavour to ensure that the local area Is serviced

by a ' comprehens I ve ' range of programmes (I bl d. ). Loca I broadcast II cencees

must also transmit emergency messages to the poPulat Ion. The Minister for

Communications Is empowered to lay down ruleS for local radio and

television broadcasting (section 15 J.

Cable and master antenna systems may relay foreign sound or television
programmes from direct broadcast and communications satellites. provided

that the programmes are dlstr Ibuted slmul taneously and wi thout

lteratlon (49) Nevertheless. the Minister for Communications Is

empowered to regulate not only the licencing of these systems but also the

level of consumer Influence over the programmes to be offered(50)
LIcences have been granted to a limited number of operators so that cable

Installat Ion companies have had to negot late Installat Ion and operating
contracts with these entities. frequently the non-profit antenna

(49)
(50)

Sect Ion 3 of the 1990 Order.
Sect Ion 5 of the 1990 Order.
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societies. This has placed them at an undoubted contractual disadvantage

when negotl!'itlng terms. Regulatlons (51) require that where ownership of
the nets Is not In the hands of a user group that users ba consul ted over

programme policy .and that there should be an attempt to follow their
proposals. Consultat Ion Is also necessary where an ex 1st Ing pr.ogramme

profile Is to be changed. Decisions by the user groups themselves should be

followed. In consequence. programme polley for the master antenna natworks

Is In part dictated by the consumers.

h) TranSDarenCy

The Danish legislation contains no transparency requirements relating to
ownership shares In the media. However. the Press Law of 1986 provides that

all Danish publications must have printed within them the publisher s name

and that periodicals should also Include the name of the editor and the

pi ace where pub II shed(52) .

GERMANY

Constitutional obligations

The freedom of broadcast Ing guaranteed by Art Icle 5(1), second sentence. of

the Basic Law has consistently been regarded by the Federal Constitutional
Court as primarily a " functional" freedom which must be exercised In away

(51) Order no. 651 of 22nd September 1986 as amended by order no. 755 of
12th December 1988. Chapter 5.

(52) Law no. 533 of 1986, sections 1 and 2.
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that ensures that the Information provided Is not subject to the Influence

of the State or of special Interest groups. (53) In Its early judgments,
the Court had ruled that this was possible only on the basis of Internal

pluralism In broadcasting companies, as a consequence of which they would

by virtue of their very structure necessarily embrace different opinions

and would be bound to offer balanced programmes. It was not until the 1981

FRAG judgment that the Court also referred to the posSlb"l\lty of external

pluralism of private broadcasting companies. on the basis of which a wide

range of opinions would be guaranteed by .a wide range of programmes.c54)

The laws on broadcasting and the media adopted by the Lander during the

ensuing per lod author Ized private broadcast Ing In accordance wi th various

arrangements ranging between Internal and external pluralism and on the

basis of various regulations aimed at preventing any concentration of the

media. As the Lower SaxOnY law on broadcasting did not provide all the
necessary safeguards In this respect. the Federal COnstitutional COurt was

required to specify the conditions which had to be met by rules on mergers.

In part Icular they had to proh.lbl t broadcast Ing companies from cumulat Ing

programmes and prevent double monopolies In broadcast Ing and the

press. (55) The Court ruled. however. that a publishing company could
extend Its activities to broadcasting ("cross ownerships ) provided that

this did not allow a group of companies to acquire a dominant position 

(53)
(54)
(55)

BVerfGE 12. 205; 57. 295; 73. 118; 74 . 297 . 83. 238.

BVerfGE 57 " 295 (325).
BVerfGE 73, 118 (175). For comments see Kull , Auf dem Wege zum
dualen Fernsehsystem - Das vlerte Fernsehurtell 4es
Bundesverfassungsger Ichts, AfP 1987. 365 (369).
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the area of public opinion forming. (56) In general terms, the guarantee

of pluralism and In part Icular the ban on concentrat Ion play an Important
part In the case- laW of the Constitutional Court. The Court has stressed
on several occasions that " trends towards concentration had to be countered

as ear Iy and as effect Ively as possible" , on the grounds that " It 
particularly difficult. In this area. to rectify mistakes that have already

been made . (57)

AS regards the concept of pluralism, according to the case- law of the

COnstitutional Court. measures In favour of pluralism are necessary to give

effect to and protect the basic principle of Article 5(1) of the Basic Law.

As regards broadcast Ing. Article 5 requires laws under which broadcasters
are organ I led In such a way that a II Interested part I es can express the I r
views (1961 Judgment); the constitutional freedom of broadcasting Is a
freedom "serving " the constitutional principle of freedom to form opinions

guaranteed by Article 5 (third Judgment of 1981 plus sixth Judgment of
1991). As regards the press. the objective of press freedom, I. e. to
facilitate and safeguard free opinion forming, requires the press to be

protected against attempts to do away with competing opinions by means of

economic pressure (BVerfGE 25).

Monomedla concentration

The RundfunKstaatsvertrag der LInder (RstV) of 31 August 1991 lays down

uniform regulations on concentrations applicable to programmes broadcast
throughout the entire Federal area. whereas the 16 Lander laws on media

(56) BVerfGE 73, 118 (175). The Court did not rule on the quest Ion of
whether the Federal Leg I sl ature was requ I red under the const I tut Ion
to prohibit multimedia Interpenetration. 83. 238 (328).
BVerfGE 57" 295(323) and E 73. 118 (173).(57)
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applicable to programmes broadcast at Land regional or local level

sometimes vary. The key provision of L~nder regulations on mergers Is the

ban on the cumulation of programmes. This ban I. found. with a few

variations. In almost all media laws adopted by the U.nder. (58) as well as

In Article 21(1) and (2) of the Rundfunkstaatsvertrag. Article 21(1) and
(2) of that Treaty lays down that an operator may broadcast throughout the
entire Federal area up to two radio and television programmes. In the
case of television . for example. an operator may broadcast two programmes

and of those two only one may be a "general programme" or a "special
Interest pr.ogramme

Also taken Into account are programmes over which the broadcast Ing company

Is able to exercise a controlling Influence because of Its shareholdlng or

In any other way. Including the supply of programmes. (59)

The author I zat Ion to broadcast throughout the ent Ire Federa I area a

(58) See Article 5(3) Rh-Ph Article 19(1) LMG Hmb; Article 5(2)
LRG Nds. Article 40(2) LRG Saar.; Article 5(4) .LRG Schl. H.;
Article 19(1) and (3) LMG Baden-WUrtemberg; Article 6(3) LRG N\Y;

Article 15(1) and (2) HPRG~ Article 25(5) BayMEG. The Berlin law
on the pilot project on cable television contains a similar
provision concerning a "bottleneck" In transmission capacity; see
In this connection Kreuzlger. Probleme bel der Gestaltung von
Landesmedlen- und Landesrundfunkgesetzen. DVB1. 1986. 1095 (1079)
and Ricker " Prlvatrundfunk-Gesetze 1m Bundesstaat , 1985. p. 100.

Art Icle 21 (1) and (2).(59)
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general programme" or "special Interest programme" c.an be granted only to
a broadcaster In wh I ch none of the I nterested par ties ho I ds 50% or more 

the shares and voting rights or exerts a similar dominant Influence In any

other way. (60)

This type of restriction on ownership Is also to be found In the media laws

of certain Lander (for example Article 25(5) of the Bavarian Law) which lay
down that an operator may broadcast only one radio or TV programme In Its
loca I or reg lona I area.

(a) Rules on minority shareholdlngs

The Rundfunkstaatsvertrag and the majority of Lander laws also attribute to

a broadcasting company those programmes over which It Is able to exert a

controlling Influence. either on Its own or JointlY with third parties,
a I though I t does not have a minor I ty ho I d log (I n the form of shares or
voting r I gh ts) 1 n the company which broadcasts these programmes and Is not

linked to It In any other way. (61) The authorities therefore take Into
account many other econom I c pose I bill ties of exer t I ng an I nf I uence and
de facto situations of dependence In which a broadcast.lng company may ~e

placed.

However. the Rundfunkstaatsvertragand the leg IS I at Ion In force In certain
Lander have modified this principle through a number of liberal

(60)
(61)

Article 21(2) of the RuStV.
For example, through cross holdings representing 25% of the capital
(Art Icle 19(1) AktG) or through contracts concerning control or the
transfer of profits within the meaning of Articles 291 and 292
AktG.
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presumptions whereby the Influence exerted Is considered "not to be a

dominant one" below certain thresholds of hOldlngs. (62) Paragraph 3 of
Article 21 laY$ down that any person or company which holds more than 25%
but less than 50% of the capital and voting rights Of an operator
broadcast I ng a "genera I programme" or "spec I a I nterest programme"

throughout the entire Federal area which Is able to exert a dominant

I nf I uence over the same I n any other way, Including those descr I bed In the

fourth $entence of paragraph 1. may hold Interests only In two other
broadcasting organl~atlons providing corresponding programme$ and may not

hold more than 25% of the shares and vot Ing rights In such broadca$ter$ or

may not exercl.se a dominant Inf luence over such broadcasters In any other

way. Including those referred to In the fourth sentence of paragraph 1.

In the laws of certain Lander the thresholds were fixed as follows:

25% of capital or voting rlght$ and of the programme for television
channels cover Ing the Federal area and In North Rhlne-Westphalla and
Meckl enburg-Western Pomeran I a ; (63)

10% of the tota I vot Ing rights In the Lander of Baden-WUrttemberg.

Hessen and Ber Iln; (64)

(64)

On Article 8(5) of the RStV, see Hartstein" Ring, Krelle. Kommertar
zum Rundfunk$taatsvertrag, points 51 et sea

Article 8(5). fourth sentence. RStV. Article 6(3) fourth $entence
LRG NRW.
Art icle 19(2) 2HS LMG Baden-WUrttemberg (of programme also);
Article 15(1) point 2 HPRG; Article 37(2). fourth sentence. 2HS
KPPG. On problems concerning application In Baden-WUrttemberg.
see LFK report . p. 138.

(62)

(63)
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5% of the shares or vot Ing rights and 10% of the programme
Bremen. (65) and

33% of shares and the programme In Saar land. (66)

These often considerable disparities reflect the different degrees of
rlgour with which the legislatures of the various Lander authorize
holdings In several programmes. Moreover the leglslat Ion of certain
Lander authorl:z:esa variety of derogations to the ban on the cumulation of

programmes where the broadcasting company In question has a "pluralist"
Internal structure. (67) This sltuat Ion leav.es sufficient room for
manoeuvre to circumvent laws aimed at restricting mergers by setting up
structures which are completely artificial In some cases.

(b) The " Influence clause

There are the same differences of Interpretation as regards the definition

(65)
(66)

Article 8(2) 2. HS BremLMG.
Article 40(3), third sentence 2. HS LRG Saarland. The legislation
of the other Lander does not provide for any particular thresholdof participation for the purpose of assessing this controlling
Influence.
For example. Article 19(3) LMG Bad. -WUrtt (see In this respect the
LFK report (note 83) page 136 et sea

); 

Article 5(3) LRG Nleders.
Under Article 5(3) LRG Rh. PF. a broadcasting company may In theory
acqu Ire ho I dings I n as many groups of broadcast I ng compan I es as It
wishes. provided that Its holding Is below 50%. For an explanation
of the provisions In force In 8aden-WUrttemberg. see Bullinger . In:
Builinger/Godel ~ LMG Baden-WUrttemberg. point 19 No 6 et sea . and
Ricker (see note 78). page 101.

(67)
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of an "other control ling Influence . As with the overwhelming majority of

Lander laws on the media. the Staatsvertrag .conslders that It Is sufficient

for the broadcast Ing company to be able to exert a controlling Inf luence

over another company. Art Icle 21(1). fourth sentence. points and 2

specifies what Is meant by dominant Influence: this Is deemed to exist

where a broadcaster or a person who may be treated as such

regularly claims a major part of the air time of another broadcaster by

broadcasting programme units supplied by the latter or

by virtue of contractual agreements. provisions conforming to statute

law or any other provision, occupies a position enabling It to make

Important decisions by another broadcaster concerning programming" and

the purchase or production of programmes subject to Its authorization.

The quest Ion has ar Isen as to whether the fact that Mr Kirch has a 43%

holding In SAT 1 ("general programme and 25% holding In Premiere

(specialized entertainment channel) Is Incompatible with Article 21(1) and

(3) of the RuStY. Moreover. his son. Thomas Kirch" holds 48% of the shares
In Pro 7 (specialized entertainment channel) which Itself holds 45% of

Kabelkanaal (also specializing In entertainment).

Moreover. 10% of the last-named channe I s he I d by Mr Kof I er who I s the

director of Pro 7. The programmes for Pro 7 are supplied by Leo Kirch who

holds the rights to a great many films and ser les. Taken together. these

two situations could be Incompatible with Article 21(1) of the

Rundfunkstaatsvertrag which prohlbl ts any person from hav Ing more than two

different channels broadcasting throughout the nation.

On the other hand .. Article 5(4) of the Schleswlg-Holsteln law Is more

specific, because It requires a " legal Influence , which considerably

reduces the range of possible forms of Inf luence.
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This difference In Interpretation of the " Influence clause" Is currently of

great practical significance. since It Is crucial especially In assessing
the extent of part Iclpat Ion In the cases of Pro 7 and Tele 5.

(C) Mult Imedla concentrat Ion

In the Federal Republic. neither laws on the media nor the .RuStV restrict

multimedia Interpenetration. Intermedla or "diagonal" Interpenetration
between broadcasting companies and the press are restricted by Lander media

laws only where they threaten to create a "double monopoly" at local or

regIonal level. If a press enterprIse holds a dominant position In the

dally press sector In a given area, It may not also exert a controlling
Infl.uence over a programme broadcast In the s.ame area, since otherwise 
could acqUire a dominant position In the sphere of public
OP I n Ion- form I ng. (68) However . as regards programmes broadcast throughout
the entire Federal area, the Rundfunkstaatsvertrag does not restrict
hol dings by press enterpr I ses.

(A) D I spar I t I esbetween Lander regu I at Ions

(68) Hence the proposal by the Monopolies Commission. see
Sondergutachten 11 Wettbewerbsptob leme be I der E InfUhrung von
pr I yatepl. .tjorflmK. !Jnc;j Fernseh~l'l 1981 . Nos? et sea , S~jt a Iso this connection Schmidt Rundfunkvlelfalt. Mogllch~elten und
Grenzenelner "plurallstlschen Rundfunkorganlsatlon" . 1984 " p. 84.
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The majority of Lander laws on the medla(69) seek to avoid local double
monopolies by means of special rules on concentrat Ion which restr Ict the

possibility of a press enterprise holding a dominant position on the market

acquiring holdings In companies broadcasting In the same area.

The regulat Ions In Hamburg and 8remen allow pressenterpr Ises occupying

dominant position on the market to extend their activities Into

broadcast lng, but only as part of groups of broadcast Ing companies and

on cond I t Ion t ha t they ho I d nO more than 25% of broadcast I ng and vot I 

rlghts. (70) Bavaria has Introduced a similar restriction set at 50%
of progr.ammes. but only In regions where It Is not possible to operate

more than' two programmes; In other cases. the share he Id by the press

enterprise In broadcasting programmes may not exceed one thlrd. (71)

By contrast, the law on the media In 8aden-WUr t temberg does not

(70)

There Is no similar provision In Berlin. In Rheinland-Pfalz or 

Saarland. and this situation manifestly conflicts with the
perfect Iy clear provisions In Lower Saxony.
Article 19(3) HmbLMG (In this case, the share of the capital may be

up to 35%); Article 8(4) BremLMG. See In this connection Mook
Prlvater Rundfunk 1m Spiegel" der landesrundfunkgesetze. AfP 1986,
10(14); Kull , Aktuelle Fragen der Rahmenbedlngungen fUr pr Ivaten
Rundfunk . AfP 1985. 265 et sea. Ricker. (see note 78), page 103
et sea. ; GroB .. Medlenlandschaft 1m Umbruch. 1985. page 102
et sea. . Stammler Infor~atlonsvlelfalt und wettbewerbsprobleme.
Ober I egungen zur Wettbewerbsordnung 1m Bere I ch pr I vaten RundfunkS,
med I aperspekt I van 1985. 601 (605). 
Article 25(6). second sentence. BayMEG.

(69)

(71)
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st Ipulate any ceiling for shares or programmes but Instead requires
broadcast I ng compan I es to take the necessary .measures to guarantee
Internal pluralism (e. g.. setting up a programming committee) In all
cases where a press enterprise OCcupying a dominant position on the

market holds more than 50% of capl tal or vot Ing rights. (72)

The situation Is quite different In those L!nder which have no local 

reg I ona I broadcast I ng company (Hessen. Lower Saxony and
Schleswlg-Holsteln); as there are no press enterprises dominating the
market at Land level. there Is not the same risk of creat Ing a double

monopoly as In the Lander of southern Germany which give preference to

loca I broadcast I ng structures. I has therefore been poss I b I e 
simply fix corresponding 1.lmlts for programmes or broadcasts of a local
nature. (73)

(b) Difficulties arising In practice

The regulations mentioned are In most cases Intended as a means of
restricting the number of licences; as a result. subsequent changes In
holding patterns can only be dealt with Indirectly on the basis of general

(72) See Article 22 paragraph 3 In conjunction with paragraph 2 of LMG
Baden-WUrttemberg: through Its organlzatl.on. and more specifically
through the setting up of programming committee made up of
representatives of the main tendencies In the broadcasting area and
through I ts range of programmes and the broad lines of Its
programming. every broadcasting company must provide legal
guarantees that Its broadcasts respect the principle of pluralism.See Article 23 LRG Nleders; Article 16 HPRG; In
Schleswlg-Holsteln , no corresponding provision has been adopted as
yet. See In this connection GroB (see note 89). page 102.

(73)
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grounds for the revocation of such licences, which leaves a great deal of

room for manoeuvre. For examp Ie. I n Hamburg. express ru I es do ex I st (any
exceeding of the limit must be corrected within one year.
Article 19(4) HmbLMG). but they themselves offer scope for circumventing

the law and contain no provision on .how to return to the legal ceiling. nor
on possible penalties for failing to do so.

Generally speaking. the provisions that the Land legislatures have adopted

to combat double monopolieS only partly tackle the phenomenon of media
Interpenetration. In their local or regional circulation area (there Is 
dominant enterprise within the meaning of Article 22 GWBat Land or Federal
level). press enterprises holding a dominant position on the market can

acquire holdings In a broadcasting company operating In the same area only

lthln the specified limits. By contrast , they are not subject to this
limit If they acquire a holding In a broadcasting company operating 

another area. or In one operat Ing at Land or Federal level. They may also

take holdings In several broadcasting companies provided that these
broadcast In different areas.

(D) Compet It Ion rules concerning mergers

In the Federal Republic. pr Ivate broadcast Ing companies are subject not
only to Liinder leglslat Ion on the media, but also to merger rules
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adopted In the framework of general legislation on restrictive agreements.

and I" particular to the merger control provisions In Articles 23 and 24 of

the law against restraints of competition (GWB). (74) Under these
prov I sl ons. a merger I S deemed to occur where an enterpr I se acqul res the

assets or more than 25% of the shares of another enterpr Ise or where 
Increases Its holding to more than 50% (Article 23(2) of the GWB).

Moreover the merger has to be of a certain size. I.e. the enterprises
Involved must together have at least 20% of the market at Federal level
have a Joint turnover .of at least DM 500 million or employ at least
10000 people.

This set of provisions has little effect In controlling mergers of private

broadcasting companies. given that they do not capture the " Internal growth

of the enterprlse (l.e. Its extension on local markets) and given that
even holdings below the threshold for application of the law may be
significant from the point of view of their Influence on PUblic opinion

for example where ho I d I ngs l n press enterprises are Involved. None the
less, the main factor Is that It Is very rare for private broadcasting
companies to reach the specified thresholds. (75) which explains why It 

also extremely rare for the Federal Cartel Office to have to deal with

cases of mergers.

(75)"

Th Is Is not prejudiced by Lander powers In the sphere of
broadcasting. BVerfGE 73. 118 (174). See also KUbler.
Med I enver f I echtung. page 57 et sea. Mestmacker. Die Anwendbarke I t
des GWB auf ZusammenschlUsse zu Rundfunkunternehmen. GRUR Into
1983. 553 et sea.
Sptel'ePi"'Fuslonskontr-o-lle" 1m Medlenberelch" j 1988, page203~ on the
subject of the 8ertelsmann-RTL Plus merger. see BKartA TB 1983/84.
page 105.

(74)
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For press enterpr I ses wh I ch ed It.
perlodlcals(76) the limit Is however
a resul t. mergers In the fie Id of the

much lower turnover figure. (78)

print or distribute newspapers or
reduced to DM 25 mllllon(77) and as

press may already be prohl b I tedfrom
Where press compan I es enter Into

mergers with broadcast I ng compan I es. the merger Is cont ro II ed on the bas Is
of the more str Ingent rul.es applicable to the press and Is generally
subject to scrutiny by the Federal Cartel Office.

Even I n such a case. however, the merger cannot be proh I b I ted un I ess I t has
the effect of creating or reinforcing a dominant position (Article 24(1) of
the GWB). Up to now. It has always been considered that this was not the

(76)

(78)

See In t his connect Ion Mestmiicker, I n I mmenga/Mestmiicker. GWB.
paragraph 23 point 40; Moschel Pressekonzentratlon und
Wettbewerbegesetz . 1978. page 167 et sea.
Under Article 23(1), seventh sentence, of the GWB . the reference
figure Is twenty times the turnover. However . under the sixth
sentence of this provision" only three quarters of the turnover are
taken Into consideration for commercial enterprises. the threshold
applicable to press distribution companies being raised to
DM 33. 3 million.
The constitutionality of merger control In the press sector . which
has been the subject of a wide-ranging debate. has never been
ca lied Into question by the Bundesverfassungsger Icht (Federal
Constitutional Court)' 8VerfG" NJW"1986';'17'4~':""' See"' at$O BGHZ'76.55 (page 64 etsea. ); KUbler , Medlenverpfllchtung. page 55. with
references.

(77)
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case when there was a merger between a press enterpr Ise and a broadcast Ing

company, since these have genera II y been taken to be different
markets. (79) Moreover. the technical possl.bllities of transmission are
limited; combined with the special characteristics of the broadcasting
market where powerful public enterprises operate. this creates from the

outset a sltuat Ion which Is not very satisfactory from the point of view
of competition. There Is therefore scarcely any opportunity to apply
merger control law to m~lntaln existing competition. In any event
merger control Instruments are not an effective means of dealing with

dominant Influences and positions In public opinion forming.

(E) Provisions On the Internal structure of broadcasting companies

As ment loned above. Article 21(2) lays down that a licence can be granted

on Iy to a broadcaster In wh I ch no nterested par ty ho I ds 50% or more of

the capital or voting rights or exerts a similar dominant Influence In
another way.

In practl.ce. when the few available channels are allocated, there Is
however a tendency to give preference to "broadcast I ng groups" or to
enterprises grouping partners from different fields. In the hope that this

pluralistic Internal structure will ensure a broader spectrum of opinions.
This Is why terrestrial frequencies have generally been awarded . to
broadcast Ing groups number Ingsevera I members.

(79) WuW/EB BKartA. 1921. 1924 et sea. KGWuW/E OLG 2228. 2232;
Monopo I komm I ss Ion; FUnftes Hauptgutachten Tz. 575. Spieler (see
note 94). page 177 et sea. 183 et sea. and KUbler.
Medlenverflechtung. page 61.
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(F) Measures requiring pluralism In programmes

As regards programme content. only the Lander of Hamburg. Bremen and
North Rhlne-Westphalla lay down conditIons regarding balance and the
covering of all Ideological tendencies In order to safeguard Internal
pluralism. The other Lander and the Rundfunkstaatsvertrag lmpose such a

requirement of balance only In cases where a specified minimum number of

broadcast log enterpr Ises (two or three) Is not reached, I.e. where there Is
no "external pluralism So far. however. the supervisory bodies have not

contested any programme on this basis and In practice there appear to be

scarcely any differences between the supervision exercised by those Lander

requiring external pluralism on the one hand and those requiring Internal
pluralism on the other. Quotas for categories of programmes (culture.
education and training. etc. ) are either not specified by the Lander laws

or are Indicated only as gUldellnes. (80)

(G) Disc losure and concentrat Ion

Artlcl.e 21(4) of the Rundfunkstaatsvertrag lays down that any planned
changes In holdings and other forms of Influence within the meaning of

paragraphs 1 to 3 must be notified to the competent regional Institution
for the media before they are carried out. This requirement concerns the

broadcaster and persons connected directly or Indirectly with the
broadcaster. The validity of the changes can be certified by the regional
body only If the new circumstances meet the cr Iter la laid down for the
grant of a licence. I f changes whose va I I d I ty cannot be cer t I fled under
the third sentence ar.e carried out. the licence Is withdrawn In accordance
with Land I aw.

(80) For example see Article 8(2) of. the Rundfunkstaatsvertrag for
programmes broadcast at Federal level.
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The Lander I aws on the med I a a II requ I re broadcast I ng compan I es to dec I are

any change in the composition of their capital or to have such changes
authorized by the supervisory bodies. In some Llinder. failure to comply

with this obligation may result In fines, or even withdrawal of the licence
In serious cases. However these provisions do not always guarantee
sufficient transparency with regard to the Influence that can be exerted

over broadcasting companle~). In particular " the authorities overseeing
the media In the Lander have not hitherto had sufficient powers and
resources to be able to unravel the complex Interrelationships that can

exist. In which " front companies" may be Involved.. They do not have the
extensive powers of verification enjoyed for example by the anti-trust
authorities (Article 46 of the GWB), which means that they cannot check on

the spot the Information provided by enterprises. This has posed

problems. particularly In the case of PR07 and SAT1. Moreover. the
Federal supervisory structure, with 16 authorities whose powers end at the

Land borders" has proved to be unsuited to the task of throwing light on

holdings and Interpenetration between broadcasters operating beyond the
borders of the Individual Llinder.

(H) Exper I ence and prospects regard I ng mergers

Since the establishment o.f private radio stations Is a relatively recent
phenomenon . there has so far been little reliable experience of merger

control In the German Llinder. The lively debate provoked by the holding
acquired by Thomas Kirch In the national television programme PRO7 and by

the holding acquired by the Compagnie Luxembourgeolse de Teledlffuslon
(CLT) In Tele 5 has however revealed the .exlstence of shortcomings In the
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control arrangements which are due both to the Inadequacy of control
Instruments and to problems of coordination between the authorities
supervising the media In the various Uinder. (81) It was very difficult to
reach a compromise at ' the con.ference of directors of media supervisory
authorities In the various L~nder. among other reasons because the
authorities In each Land did not want to take action against the
broadcast I ng compan I es estab I I shed on the I r ten I tory. (82)

In the field of radio as well, part Icular Iy In the southern Lander which
tend towards a local broadcast Ing structure. there have been Instances of

(81)

(82)

See In th Is connect Ion epd/KuR of 19. 1989 and the part Icular Iy
Instructive comments of Roper, Formatlonen deutscher Medlenmultls
1988. Media Perspekt Iven 1988. p. 749 et sea

.; 

for a few general
thoughts on these questions see Jens. Prlvater Horfunk - elne
Verlegerdom~ne? Media Perspektlven 1989. p. 23 et sea
Kllngler/Schroter . Pr Ivatrecht Ilcher Ht)rfunk In Baden-WUrttenberg.
Are we on the way to prov I nc I a I channel s each cover I ng one Land?
Med I a Perspekt I ven 1989. p. 419 et sea
Thus, Rt)per . Stand der Verflechtung von pr Ivatem Rundfunk und
presse 1989. Media Perspekt Iven 1989,

' p.

533 (535) accuses the
media supervisory authorities of the various L~nder of having
rendered totally meaningless those rules of law aimed at preventing
hasty mergers and of having used and abused derogations In this
connect Ion. See a I so cr I t I ca comments by Lange.
Landesmedlenanstalten und "Aussenplurallsmus" auf dam PrUfstand
Media Perspektlven 1989. p. 268 et sea which refers to the
conclusions of a three volume study published under the title
Rundfunkaufslcht" . carried out by Hellstern, Hoffmann-Rlem and

Reese. as part of the survey commissioned by North Rhlne-Westphalla
In conjunction with the pilot project on cable TV for the city of
Dortmund.
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concentration to which the supervisory authorities have In most cases not

responded. As a result of a wave of takeovers. of changes In holdings In
broadcast Ing companies. of the acqulslt Ion of holdings In various
broadcast Ing companies by enterpr Ises In the media sector . the purchase of

framework programmes or the conclusion of wide-ranging contracts for the

sUpply of programmes, to mentl~n only a few of the conceivable forms of

concentration, many broadcasting companies which were formerly autonomous

have lost the I r Independence. thus hand I ng an even greater power of
Influence to a small number of firms. This trend towards Interdependence

with the large press groups Is accompanied by tendencies towards

concentration at regional level , when local broadcasting companies group
together In pools for disseminating advertising or In chains and thus lose

the very Independence that the authors of legislation wanted local

broadcasting companies to keep. (83)

GREECE

A) Backaround Note

The Greek aud lovl sua I sector has hi stor I ca II y been dom Inated by the pub II c

service broadcaster. ' Greek Radio and Television . referred to by the

(83) See epd/KuR No 64 of 16. 1989, Woste. Networkblldung durch die
HlntertUr? Programmzulleferer fUr pr Ivaten Horfunk In der
Bundesrepubllk - .Elne Bestandsaufnahme. Media Perspektlven 1989.
p. 9 et sea . and KllngerlSchroter see note 102 . p. 425 et sea

Also the report of the Baden-WUrttemberg Landesanstalt fUr
Kommunlkatlon to the Land government. Stuttgart 1989" pp. 
et sea . and 92 et sea . which acknowledges the existence of these
tendencies towards concentrat Ion.
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acronym ERT , which since legal changes In 1987 has taken the form of a

limited liability company under PUblic ownership. Although radio
broadcast I ng was In pr I vate hands unt II 1935. str I ct government contro I has
characterlsed Greek broadcasting ever since: until recently the only
significant derogation to the state monopoly was the broadcast service
deve loped by the armed forces. YENED, Wh I ch In 1982 was conver ted I nto what
was then the second broadcast serv I ce, ERT -

ERT currently broadcasts three television channel.s. ET 1 and ET 2 are
national channels. while the struggling and highly commercial ET 3.
launched In 1989, Is restricted to Athens and Thessalonlka. ERT Is
financed bya ml xture of advert Ising revenue and .a tax Imposed on all those
connected to the main electricity grid, the tax Is levied regardless of
whether the Individual owns or uses a television set. Apart from Its three
television channels ERT also provides a number of national and regional
radio services.

The ERT broadcast monopoly was finally broken at the local level for radio.
In 1987 and for television In 1989. Dissatisfaction of the public and

limited programme range led from the mid eighties onwards to the
estab II shment of p I rate rad 10 stat Ions by po II t I ca I groups and

entrepreneurs offering popular music Interspersed with advertising.
Consequently. When the Ilberalisation of local radio finally took place 

was little more than legal recognition of existing broadcast reality. But

the IIberallsatlon of local radio was to prove but the first step In a
confused and largely unregulated move to a mixed Public/private television

system: the attraction of foreign satellite channels for retransmission
over-air, without payment of copyright royalties, has proved too attractive

commerc la I propos I t Ion to let pass and new te lev Is Ion channe Is have
sprung up to meet popu I ar demand. Desp I te the enactment of Law no. 1866 
1989, which provided for the award of local television licences, no grants
have to date been made and the cut-throat, fiercely competitive nature of

Greek television broadcast.lng Is reminiscent of Italy In the early 1980'
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B) PrlnclDles of Constitutional law

The 1975 Greek Constitution. written In the Immediate aftermath of
dictatorship. with a heightened awareness of the dangers of monolithic
s~ate control over public Information sources. makes specific reference to
both the print and audiovisual media. Article 14 sets UP a general
guarantee of free expression: ' (e)very person may express and diffuse his
thoUghts orally. In writing and through the press In compliance with the

laws of the state There then fo I low spec I f I c prov Is Ions for the press
sector, with a prohibition on prior censorship and the expedition of legal
prosecut Ions for press offences.

By contrast Art Icle 15 applies to the electronic media and states that the

protections offered the press In Art.lcle 14 do not apply to ' films. sound
recordings. radio" television, or any other similar medium for the
transmission of speech or Images Instead clause two stipulates that
(r)adlo and television shall be under the Immediate control of the State

and sha II a 1m at the object I ve transml ss Ion. on equa I terms. of Informat Ion

and news reports as well as works of literature and art' The quality
level of programmes Is guaranteed In recognition of their social mission

and contribution to the cultural development .of the country.

The ambit and meaning of Article 15 has caused considerable legal and
political controversy. Does ' Immediate control of the State ' necessitate

state ownership. that Is. a State broadcasting monopoly. or does It merely

requl re that the state determine and oversee the regulatory framework of

the audiovisual sector? Moreover. can the State Justifiably use Its power
of ' control' to determine the content of news or other politically
sensitive programmes. long a fact of life In Greek public broadcasting; or

Is It rather required to ensure a degree of pluralism - as the reference to

equal terms In Article 15. 2. might lead one to conclude? Despite, or
perhaps because of , the restr.lctlve history of state monopoly In the Greek
broadcast field. pirate radio and television stations have displayed a
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part Icular virulence. It was government attempts to close these stations

down which ultimately brought the scope of Article 15 directly Into
question.

The Council of state. In Its Important judgment 1144 ' of 1988, concluded
that the constitution did not require the Institution of a state monopoly.

so as to legally preclude all private broadcast activity. Instead It held

that It was left to the discretion of the legislator. In the exercise of

I ts Power of control. to decide whether or not to I nst I tute a public
monopoly. a mixed or even entirely private broadcast system (84) . Over ' a

decade ear II er. the Counc II of state had he I d in I ts judgment 2209 of 1971
that the freedom of expression recognlsed In the first paragraph of Article

14 also Included the freedom to obtain Information or Ideas from whatever

available source. Consequently. Individual reception of readily available
broadcast signa Is. whether dl recti y from fore Ign sate III tes or even from
operators acting Illegally on the national territory. cannot be prohibited

under Greek law.

C) The Reaulat Ion of monomedla Concentrat Ion

a) Radio

Law no. 1730 of 1987 and Presidential Decree no. 25 of 1988 set up the

legal conditions for the award of private radio Ilcences (85) . The
monopoly of the public broadcaster ERT was retained at the national level,

(84) TwO judges gave dissenting judgments, holding that the Constitution
actually prohibited the establishment of a public monopoly.

(85) These provisions have been further modified by Law number 1866 of
1989, notably In the abolition of the Commission for Local Radio
(Article 3. 7).
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private licences being solely local In ambit. Moreover. ERT has retained
monopoly rights over the use of the medium and short wave bands: pr Ivate
broadcasters being restricted to frequencies between 87. 5 and 107. 7 mega

hertz.

LIcences, of a renewable two year durat Ion. are awarded by the Minister to

the President of the Government, on the advice of the Nat lonai Council for
Radio and Television . the .new regulatory bOdy IntrOduced by Law no. 1866 of

1989. LIcences are Inalienable and granted to two distinct categories of

users: to Individuals. companies or municipal authorities which seek to

prov Idea var I ed and w. de-rang I ng, essent I a II y profess lona I , serv Ice and to
Individuals with some knowledge of radio technology who wish to set up an

amateur service. connecting Individuals within a given quarter or
estab II shment or who share a part I cui ar Interest.

The 1988 Decree I nst I tutes str I ct ownersh I p limits for local radio
Art Icle 4 provides that Individuals or companies can own only one local
radio licence and those which do not own" either wholly or partially. a
radio licence are entitled to own shares In. or act as manager . president

or member of the adm I n I strat Ion of, on I y one company wh I ch ho I ds, or has
applied to hold ., a radio licence. This ensures dlverslt)' In the share
structures of the var lous licence holders and prevents evasion of the ' one
licence per entity ' rule through the use of company structures to hide real
ownership Interests. Artlc.le 6 of the 1988 Decree prohibits the creation
of networks by I Inking stat Ions through shared programming.

b) Hertzlan Tel.evlslon

It was to take another two years for the pub.llc television monopoly to be

broken, and here, just as for radio. pr Ivate broadcast Ing was to be
permitted solely at the local level, ERT retaining Its monopoly over
national broadcasting. The national television and radio monopoly of ERT

Is confirmed by paragraph 2 of article 18 of Law no. 1866 of 1989. Local
television licences. of seven years duration and renewable, are granted by
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Joint decision of the Minister of the President of the Government . of the

Interior . of Finance. of Transport and Communication. The prJor advice of

the National Council for Radio and Television must be sought before
allocation. The licences awarded local television broadcasting stations
may cover the use of cable or satellite relay facilities.

Just as for radio. tight restrictions on concentration Of ownership In the

private television sector have been Instituted: Article 4.g. of Law no.

1866 provides that an Individual or company cannot have Interests In two

television sat Ions. whether as proprietor or In any other capacity - as
shareholder. manager or member of the coUncil of administration of a second

television stat Ion. It Is forbidden to cede the use or exploitation of a

television station to any other company or Individual except to a communal

or I nter-communa I organ I sat Ion.

As at the time of writing no formal licences have been granted , although

there are Indlcat Ions that allocat Ions may at last take place In the course
of the next few months. In the absence of a functioning legal framework
private television stations have multiplied. with anything between twenty

to forty stations broadcasting at .any given time. Mega Channel and New

Channel have established a quasl-offlclal status but others such as
Antenna TV and Kanall 29 are currently Jostling for position In the battle

to become dominant actors In the pr Ivate television market. Compet It Ion

has been fierce with stations retransmitting satellite channels on
terrestrial networks or programming ' pirated' video cassette tapes: only

four of the stations make regular copyright payments (86) The ability to

(86) Terrestrial retransmission of satellite broadcasts began In the
summer of 1988 when the mayor of Thessalonlka set up hIs own relay
stat Ion. Th Is was challenged In court as contrary to the states
then monopoly over television broadcasts and led to a long running
legal battle centering on whether satellite relay should be seen
not as an original broadcast but merely as facilitating the
Individuals ' constitutional right to reception.
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garner advertising revenues through the Insertion of publicity In what
amounts to de facto, If not de Jure, ' free programming ' has proved too
great a commercial ent I cement to Ignore. The government has been reluctant
to Intervene to close down the Illegal stations because of extensive
penetration by powerful press groups, capable and willing to use their
papers for po II t I ca I advantage.

c) Satellite

The re I ay of sate III te channe I s by terrest r I a I broadcasters has retarded
the development of direct satellite to home reception. It Is not. however.

only the pr I vate television channe I s which make use satellite
programming: the national broadcaster , ERT . has reached agreement with a
number of broadcast sate III te stat Ions. among them MTV Europe and CNN, for
relay of their programmes In Greece. LInguistic and financial restraints
undoubtedly limit the scope to develop domestic satellite channels.
although En Is currently broadcast by the Eutelsat satellite for reception
In Cyprus.

d) Cable

Here, too. development has been retarded by the growth of terrestrial
private television channels and cable Is not yet a significant aspect of
Greek broadcast Ing. Art Icle 4 of Law no. 1866 of 1989 envisages that local
television stations In receipt of a broadcast licence may employ cable
transmission technology. With the passage of law no. 1866 of 1989ERT lost
Its monopoly over the Installation of the technical Infrastructure
necessary for sound and television broadcasting, a monopoly which had

covered Installation both of satellite emlttors and retransmlttors and
cable networks (article 2. 2(b) of 1730) - the ability to Install such
equipment falls henceforth merely within ' Its capacity ' to prOVide national

sound and television licences. Cable retransmission Is governed by the
Presldent.lal Decree of May 1988. which establishes the technical and
economic prerequisites for obtaining the mandatory licence to relay
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satellite signals from any station outside Greece over a cable network..

D) The ReQulatlon Qf multimedia Con~~ntratlon

At present Greek law contains no Inter or cross media ownership

restrictions. In the radio and television sectors this 1$ mitigated to
some extent by the adopt Ion, considered above. of a str Ict 'one licence

only principle: cross ownership could thus never extend beyond one
licence In each domain. Nevertheless, there has been considerable concern
at the scale of Involvement by Greece newspaper establishment In the

private television and radio Industry. Many Greek newspapers are now owned

by sizeable business enterprises with Interests which range beyond the

pub II sh I ng fie I d to such po II t I ca Ily sens I t I ve sectors as bank I ng and the

petrol Industry and although undoubtedly .motlvated by financial gain. there

are fears that publishers may be tempted to use the audiovisual media for

poll t I ca I advantage. Most of the major pr I vate TV ventures have close
II.nks with the printed press: Mega Channel. for example. Is owned by a

powerful consortium of press groups, Including that of Lambrakls, the

propr letor of the . Ieadlng dally paper Ta Nea; Kana I I 29 was backed by
Kourls Bros also with press Interests. while New Channel belongs to the

publisher Voudourls together with two other publishing companles
(87)

E) Caoltal Partlcloatlon Limits

a) Radio

(87) See. Inter alia, the Jeandon report for the European Community on

the ' I mpact des nouve I I es techno log I es sur I concur rence dans
I' Industrle de la television en Europe Office of Official
Publications of the EC, Luxembourg 1988.
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Greek legislation contains no capital participation limits as such for
local radio, a provision which might have seemed slightly Incongrous given
that licences may be granted to single Individuals, with the absolute
ownership this entails. Capital participation limits would have fragmented

ownership solely In the company field. Nevertheless, there do exist
provisions which seek to limit the ability of Individuals or companies to

Influence radio companies through their financial muscle. The Presidential

Decree no. 25 of 1988 provides that an Individual or company can cover more

than 5% of the funct lonlng costs of only one local radio stat Ion, al though
certain exceptions are made for various Greek savings banks and credit
Institutions. as well as for local authorities or entities funded by them.
Revenues from gifts or advertising from one or more related Individuals, or

from IndivIduals linked economically or through work . must similarly not
exceed 5% of the stations ' functioning costs.

b) Television

In the private television sector article 4 of Law no. 1866 provides that no

shareholder can control more than 25% of the social capital of a local
television station. To restrict the more obvious forms of circumvention

Individuals related to the fourth degree are prohibited from together
owning shares In excess of the 25% threshold. In the public sector ERT has

been heavi Iy crltlclsed , even after the structural changes Introduced by

Law no. 1730 of 1987 . as unrepresentative and government controlled. The

Minister of the President of the Government Is empowered to select the

pres I dent vice pres I dent and members the power fu I counc I I

administration of ERT from among the names forwarded by the National
Counci I for Radio and Television (Art. 3. 4 of law no. 1866); while the
potentially more representative watchdog body. the Representative Assembly

of Viewers and LIsteners. drawing widely on Individuals from the fields of

science, culture and the arts, Is structurally hampered by Its
extraordinary size of 50 members: some Indication of Its potential may be

gleaned from the fact that no meeting had been held over a year from the
passage of the 1987 law.
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F) Forelan Nationality and other OwnershloRestrlctlons

Greek law significantly curtails foreign ownership and Investment In radio
and television. Article 2 of Law no. 1730 of 1987 provides that local radio

licences. apart from those granted to local administrations. can only be

awarded to Individuals of Greek nationality or to legal entities Under
Greek control. There are. however. no specific limits to foreign capital
part Iclpat Ion. Awards may be made to Individuals. companies and to local

munlclpal\ ties.

In the television sector. Art Icle 4 of Law no. 1866 of 1989 .st Ipulates. as
noted In the previous section . that no shareholder can hold more than 25%

of the social capJtal of a local television company and that foreign

capital must not exceed 25% of Its total. Television licences can be
awarded either to companies or to local authorities. there Is no mention 

article 4 of grants to Individuals. Shares In local television companies

cannot be held by Individuals or companies found guilty of various press
offences.

Infringements proceedings pursuant to article 169 of the Treaty have been

started against Greece.

G) The Control of Concentration In the Press

There are no sector specific regulations controlling press concentrations,
whether at the mono or multi media levels.

H) Domestic Comoetltlon Rules

Domestic competition legislation (Law no. 703 of 1977) Is very general and
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prohibits a wide range of anti-competitive and abusive market practices:
Its terms mirror closely the wording of Articles 85 and 86 of the Treaty of

Rome. The Competition Commission Is charged with overseeing compliance
with the legislation which Is applicable to both public .and private media
organlsat Ions.

I) The Protection of Pluralism throuah Content ReQulatlon

ERT Is required by Article 2 of Law no. 1730 to fulfill the traditional
public service obligation of contributing to the education. entertainment

and Information of the Greek people. Article 3 of the 1987 law provides
that broadc.asts are to be Inspired by such Ideals as liberty. democracy.
nat lonal Independence and peace and fr lendsh Ip among peop lee. More

specifically ERT Is required to eneur.e the objectivity and completeness of

broadcast I nformat Ion , the good qua II ty of broadcasts, the protect Ion of
the Greek language and the protect Ion , advancement and dlssemlnat Ion of

Greek culture and traditions. The public television channel ET 1
previously ERT 1 Is the central public service channel and has
trad I t lonally sought to broadcast the max I mum number poss Ib Ie of Greek

produ(ctlons. A significant proportion of these programmes have been

commlosloned from external producers, rather than produced In-house. The
second public channel pursues a more commercial logic. while ET 3. relying

heavily on repeat programming. Is In serious financial difficulties. All

three channels face stiff competition from the new private television
stations and ERT has responded by Increasing Its entertainment programming

and extending Its broadcast day to cover the morning and late night slots.
The National Council for Radio and Television which oversees the whole
range of radio and television services. both public and private. has the

general mission to guarantee the objectivity, equality of terms and quality

of programmes In conformity with artlc.le 15. 2 of the Greek Constitution.
I t is empowered to estab II sh codes of conduct for programmes and
advert Isements.
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Article 6. 2 of the 1989 Act places local private television stations under
the same obligations as those Imposed on the public stations. considered

above. In granting licences the quality of the proposed programmes and any
Improvements to the competltlvlty of the public service must be taken Into
account.

In the private radio sector Law no. 1730 of 1987 requires consideration to
be given . when grant Ing local radio licences. to the programme POliCY of
appl. lcants. to whether any cultural or social bodies are to contribute to

the programming and to the stations ' openness to Intellectual , cultural and

social movements within the local community as well as to young people 

the area. Control over radio programmes Is exercised at both the Internal
and external level. At the Internal level. every private local radio
statlon Is required to have Its own professional standards committee of
three to five members. chosen from Individuals residing In the reception
area of the station and who are distinguished In the fields of science,
journa II sm or the arts. The members of the comm I Bee are named by the owner
of the station or the municipal council where this provides a local radio

service. The committee Is required to monitor compliance with the various

rules and regulations which govern radio programmes and publicity. Its
decisions are binding on the management of the station and failure to

comply with committee recommendations may be considered when a decision 

taken whether or not to renew the broadcast licence. External control Is
exercised by the National Council for Radio and Television. established by

the 1989 I eg I s I at Ion.

In both the public and private radio and television sectors there Is a
recogn I sed right of reply. with the Nat lona I Counc II for Rad 10 and

Television now having competence In this field (Article 6. 8 of Law. 1866).

The unregulated growth of private commercl.al television stations has badly

hit radio revenues and cinema box office takings.

J) TranslJarency Reaul rements
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There are extens I ve transparency requ I rements set up by Greek I aw for the
press. radio and television sectors. primarily concerned to reveal the
origins of their financial resources. To this end " all shares In companies
owning dally papers or pr Ivate radio and television stat Ions are required
to be named(88) The Bank of Greece and the Deputy to the Procureur of
the Appeal Court are empowered to examine the finances of the da! Iy and

periodical press. radio and television companies. The principle of banking
confidentiality cannot be called In aid by an extensive category of
Individuals and companies In order to block such an examination. These

Include certain key administrative figures. editors and directors of the

dally or per lodlcal press. of radio and television stations, as well as
companies or Individuals which have as their object the editing of dally 

per lodlcal papers or the running of radio or television stat Ions. These
provisions are also applied to companies In which the above mentioned

Individuals or companies hold at least twenty percent of the social
capital. All such entities are required. by article 40. 5 of Law no. 1806

of 1988. to declare annually the origin of the finances they have Invested

In press. radio and television enterprises.

Private radio stations are required to publish their annual accounts In two

dally papers. one of which Is published In the region covered by the
station. A special Investigation Into concentration of ownership In the
radio sector by the Commissioner for Accounts can be ordered by the
National Radio and Television Council, substituted under the 1989

leglslat Ion for the Commission for local Radio (Art Icle 13. 5 of the 1988
Presidential Decree no. 25).

The Nat lona I Council for Radio and Television has wide powers

(88) See Art Icle 24 of Law no. 1746 of 1988 (press). Art Icle 4. a) of law
no. 1866 of 1989 (television). and Article 2. 8 of Law no. 1730 
1987 (radio).
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Investigate breaches of the laws governing the audiovisual media and to
establish whether the restrictions on media concentrations and the
formation of networks ha\febeen compiled wlth(89)

SPAIN

(A) Constitutional requirements

Although the Spanish Constitution Is the Community s youngest (1978). It
does not contain any specific proviSions on the organization and legal

structure of broadcasting. I t guarantees freedom of expression and
Information In the broadcasting field. among others (Article 20). but It
confers on the State the right to organize and regulate "essent lal public
services" Itself (Articles 128 and 149). The organization and regulation
of broadcasting are accordingly a matter for the legislator and.

ultimately, the Constitutional Court. The latter has sanctioned the
legislator s view that broadcasting Is an essential public service. so a

state monopoly. or at least a set of stringent legislative provisions, Is
therefore compatible with the Constltutlon. (90) There Is no obtlgatl.
under the Const I tut Ion to Introduce pr Ivate broadcasting, this being left
to the discretion of the leglslator. (91) In the event of a private
broadcast I ng company be I ng set UP. I eg I s I at Ion must be enacted to prevent

(89)
(90)

Art Icle 3. 5 of Law no. 1866 of 1989.
Judgment No 12/1982 of 31 March 1982 reported In the Bolet In
Oflclal del Estado of 21 April 1982, point 4 of the statement of
grounds.
Judgment No 12/1982 . point 3 of the statement of grounds.(91 )
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concentrat Ions 

broadcast Ing. (92)
ownersh I and the format Ion oligopolies

The current leg.lslatlve framework for the Spanish broadcasting system
consists of the Broadcast Ing Act of 4 January 1980. (93) the
Telecommunications Act of 18 December 1987(94) and the Act of 3 May 1988

on the authorization of private television channels. (95) These Acts
Impose on private broadcasters, and In part Icular pr Ivate television
broadcasters. tight restrictions as regards programming and programme

content. The number of licences that may be granted to national
terrestrial television channels has been limited to a total of three.
Cable and satellite television channels and local terrestrial television
channels do not qualify for licences.

(8) Uonomedla concentration and plurality In broadcasting

Under the Act on the authorization of private television channels. a
company may not be granted more than one of the three available television
licences (Article 10e). A company may not hold an Interest In more than
one licensee (Art lole 19(2)).

As for radio, a company may hold only one licence to provide medium wave

(92)
(93)

(94)

Judgment No 12/1982, point 3 of the statement of grounds.
Act No 4/80 of 10 January 1980. In: Boletln Oflclal del Estado
No 11 of 12 January 1980.
Act .No 31/87 of 18 December 1987 In: Boletln Oflclal del Estado
No 303 of 19 December 1987.
Act No 10/1988. . Boletln Oflclal del Estado No 10 of 5 May 1988,
p. 13666.

(95)
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sound broadcasting services and no more than two licences to provide
frequency modulat Ion sound broad~ast Ing services where there Is a
substant lal over lap In the tones served. In the latter case. a company may

hold two licences with overlapping zones only where there Is a lack of
plurality In the provision of sound broadcasting services to that area.
It Is also stipulated that a natural or legal person may not hold a
majority of the shares In more than one licensee where they provide soUnd

broadcasting services which overlap substantially In terms of the zones

served. (96)

(C)MuI t lmedlaconcentrat Ion

According to Art Icle 19 of the draft verslon(97) of the current Act on
private television broadcasting, a company was not to hold more than a 15%

Interest In a television station where It already .held more than a 15%
Interest In the publisher of a dally or weekly newspaper or In a press
agency. The same app II ed where a company a I ready he I d more than a 15%

Interest In a radio station. This restriction on holdings by newspaper
proprietors In broadcasting companies and the restriction on holding both
radio and television licences were rejected by the legislator and are
therefore not Included In the Act as It now stands. Consequently, there
are at present no specific restrictions In Spain on multimedia

concentrat Ions.

(96)

(97)

Act No 31/87 , Chapter IV . Art Icle26 and Supplementary ProvlsJons.
Sixth: 1. (d) and (e).
Published In Boletln Oflclal de las Cortes Generales No 30 of
10 April 1987.
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(D) ReqUirements as to the Internal structure of broadcasting companies

Article 18 of the Act on private television broadcasting provides that only

limited companies whose sole business activity Is the broadcasting of
television programmes qualify for a televisIon licence. It also provides
that. without prejudice to Community law. licensees must be registered and

domiciled In Spain. Companies which are not registered In a Member State
are therefore barred from enter Ing the Spanish television market as a
licensee. Only public limited liability companies may hold shares 
licensees and provision Is made. as In France. for a lImit on the size of

holdings of 25% of the capital or voting rights (Article 19(3)). If this

Ilml t Is exceeded. the licence Is automat Ically void unless the company

reduces Its holding to the authorized level within one month from the date

on whIch the superVisory authority Issues a warning (Article 17(2)).
Holdings by companies from outside the Communlty(98) may not exceed a

total of 25% of the shares In a licensee (Article 19(4)).

(E) Measures requiring pluralism In programmes

Since they are defined by law as a public service. the various channels are

under a duty of objectivity and neutrality and must respect pluralism of
expression at the political. religious. social . cultural and linguistic
levels. (99)

(98) The Finance Act of 28 December 1990 (BOE 311) prov I des that the
restrictions previously Imposed on foreign Investment In the radio
and televisIon sectors no longer apply to COmmunity nationals.
Art Icle 4 of the Broadcast Ing Act of 4 January 1980.(99)
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(F) Disclosure and concentration

In order to ensure the transparency from the public s point of view of the

Internal structure of licensees. the Act on private tel.evlslon broadcasting
has set up a special public register In which must be entered details of

the structure of holdings In licensees. their status and any changes

thereto (Article 20). LImited companies may Issue only registered shares.
All transactions Involving shares In licensees. such as their purchase,
sale or acceptance as security, must be authorized In advance by the
supervisory authority (Article 21). The

declared to be non-transferable. (100)
I I cence as such Is expressly

(G) Rules and regulat Ions applicable to the press

Under Act No 29/1984 of 2 August 1984 there are no dlscr Imlnatory
restr I ct Ions on press ownersh I p. However" for a newspaper to qua II fy for
the various forms of government assistance. Its entire share capital must

be held by Spanish companies or nationals. As regards transparency,
newspapers must pub II sh the I r accounts annua II y, I nd I cate the structure of
their Gapltal to the second degree" Identify those who hold more than a 10%

Interest and ensure that they are entered In the nat lonal press register 

order that they might receive government support. Aid Is given to
newspapers whL":;h have no Interests In the advertising sector.

( 1 00) See al$o Act No 31/1987 . Supplementary Provisions. Sixth: I. b).
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FRANCE

(A) pr Incl p I as of const tutl ona I I aWl

The French Consell constltutlonnel (Constitutional Council) considers that

the need to guarantee the right to freedom of Informat Ion and expression

enshrined In the Constitution Justifies the adoption of specific measures

to defend pluralism In the audiovisual field - as opposed to the
press. (101) It reaffirmed this view In a decision of 18 September 1986
In which It held that the rules on pluralism contained In the Freedom of

Communication Act, which had just entered Into force. were

Inadequate. (102) This decision attaches to pluralism In the media no
small Importance In that It regards It as a constitutional objective 
Itself and places It under the special protection of the Constitution.
The points In quest Ion were the permissible scale of a company
Involvement In the broadcasting field" In other words the limits on the
size of Interests and on cross shareholdlngs. and the powers of the
Commission natlonale de la communication at des Ilbartes (National

Comm Iss Ion for Commun I cation and Freedoms - CNCL). which the Conse II

constltutlonnal deemed Insufficient to ensure properly the pluralistic
expression of currents of thought and opinion In programmes. An Act of
27 November 1986(103) tightened up the provisions at Issue and laid down

precise limits with a view to guaranteeing pluralism.

The Consell constltutlonnel considers pluralism to be necessary to ensure

(101)

( 1 02)

Decisions of 27 July 1982 and No 84-181 of 10 and 11 October 1984,
Journal offlclel of 13 Qctober 1984.
Decision No 86, 217 DC; Journal official of 19 September 1986.
p. 11 294 .
Journal offlclel of 28 November 1986. p. 14297.(103 )
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the effective application of the principle of freedom of expression. The

stand taken by the ~onsell constltutlonnel Is not one of justified
Incompatibility.
object Ive that

Its view being that pluralism const I tut lona 

I s necessary to ensure the effect I veness of the free
communication of thoughts and opinions referred to In Article 11 of the

Declaration of Rights. Effectiveness presupposes a sufficient number of
publications of different tendencies (decision of 29 July 1986 on the Press

Act). The effectiveness principle enshrined In Article 11 of the
Declaration of Rights Is reproduced In the decision of 18 September 1986 on

the Audiovisual Act. the Consell adding that pluralism Is a precondition
for democracy which Involves making available to the public "programmes

which guarantee the expression of different tendencies while respecting the

need for honesty In the provision of Information" and which guarantees
listeners and viewers freedom of choice "for whl.ch neither private
Interests nor the public authorities may substitute their own decisions,
and wh I ch cannot be bargal ned away The Conse II cons I dered In th 
decision that the anti-concentration provisions were unconstitutional 
that they did not satisfy "the constitutional requirement of preservation
of pluralism" (the provisions were subsequently strengthened).

(8) Monomedla concentration

The Freedol1i ")f Communication Act of 30 September 1986, as amended on
27 November 1986. contains a set of rules on broadcasting bodies which has

been maintained In subsequent amendments. Article 41 thus draws

distinctions based on telecommunications media (over the air waves, cable,
satellite) and on the audience of each broadcaster In particular.

(a) Television
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No person may hold two authorizations for national television services

broadcast over the .a I r waves.

No person may hold both an authorization for a national television
serv I.ce broadcast over the air waves and an author Izat Ion for
non-national service of the same type.

No person may hold more than two authorizations for television services

broadcast exc I us I ve I y on frequenc I es reserved for sound broadcast I 

and satell ite television.

person hol ding one more author Izat Ions for non,...nat lona I

television service broadcast over the air waves may not be granted a

further authorization for a non-national service of the same type 

that author Izat Ion would have the effect of Increasing to more than
six million the potential audience In the areas served by all the
serv Ices the same type for which that person would hold

author! zat Ions.

person holding an authorization to operate a television service
broadcast over the a I r waves I n g I ven area may not be granted a
further authorization for a service of the same type broadcast wholly
or partly In the same area.

person holding one or more authorizations to operate a network

distributing sound and television broadcasting services by cable may

not be granted a further author Izatlon for a service of the same type

If that authorization would have the effect of Increasing to more than
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eight million the potential audience In the areas served by all the
networks that person would be authorized to operate. It should be

noted that the same servl ce broadcast s Imul taneous Iy direct
broadcast satellite and over the air waves Is considered to be a single

serv I ce broadcast over the a I r waves.

The safeguarding of the plurality of audiovisual communication services 

also ensured by provisions limiting cr.oss shareholdlngs In companies

holding a television broadcasting authorization. A person who already
holds between 15% and 25% (or, In the case of satellite televlslon~ between

33. 3% and 50%) of the capital or of the voting rights of a broadcasting

body may not hold more than 15% of the capital (33. 3% In the case of
sate Iii te broadcast Ing) of a second broadcast Ing bodY. person who

already holds two Interests of between 5 and 15% In a terrestrial
television service (between 5 and 33. 3% In the case of satellite
television) may not acquire a third unless It Is no bigger than 5%. In the

case of regional terrestrial television services. there are no restrictions

on the number of Interests.

( b ) B.aQl.Q

A person operating a national network for the broadcasting of radio

services over the air waves may acquire one or more authorizations to
use frequencies for the broadcasting of radio services over the air
waves only If the potent lal audience In the areas he would serve on the

basis of the further authorizations Is less than 15 million.

In the field of cable dlstrlbut Ion , a company may hold more than one

authorlz.atlon If the combined audience does not exceed eight million
people.
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(c) The Dress

The Act of 27 November 1986 declares void the purchase, take-over or
hire-management (Iocatlon-gerance) of printed dally publication
containing political and general Information where It has the effect of
permitting a natur.al or legal person or group of natural or legal persons
to possess. contro I direct Iy or I nd I rect I y or pub II sh as a hire-manager
printed dally publications containing political and general Information
whose total circulation Is more than 30% of the circulation In France of
all printed dally pUblications of the same type.

(C) Mul tlmedla' concentrat Ion

Under Article 41(1) and (2) of the Freedom of Communication Act the scale

of newspaper I nvo I vement nbroadcast I ng depends on a paper s resources and

market shares I n each branch of the aud lov I sua I sector. A ru Ie known as

the " two out of four " rule, which takes Into conslderat Ion aspects of
multimedia concentration , draws a distinction between radio and televls.lon

and between national and local/regional circulation.

(a) Nat lena I broadcast I 

No authorization for radio or terrestrial television broadcasting or for
the operation of a network distributing radio and television services by
cable may be granted to a person who Is In more than two of the following

s I tuat Ions:

holder of one or more televl slon authorizations making It possible to
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serve 4mlilion people;

holder of a radio authorization making It possible to serve more than

30 m I I I Ion peopl e 

holder of one or more authorizations to operate networkS distributing
radio or television services by cable making It possible to serve more

than 6 m I I I Ion peop Ie;

pUbl1 sher or contro I I er of one or more prl nted da II y pub II cations
containing political and general Information accounting for more than

20% of total circulation In France.

(b) Reg IQna III oca I broadcast I 

non-nat lonal author I zat Ion for radio terrestr I a I television
broadcasting or for the operation of a network distributing radio and

television servl.ces by cable may be granted to a person who Is In more than
two of the following sltuat Ions:

operator of a television service. whether national or not . broadcast by

terrestrial means to the relevant area;

operator one or more radio services whose combined potential
audience In the relevant area Is more than 10% of the total potential

audience In the same area;

operator of a cable network distributing radio or television services

In that area;

producer one or more national regional da I I Y pub I I ca t Ions

containing political and general Information circulated In the relevant

area.
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These ru I es do not I mpose an abso I ute ban on cross sharehol dings I n the
sector of pr I nted or aud I ov I sua I means of commun I cat Ion. I n the first
place, they are directed only at dally publications containing political
and general Information and do not therefore cover other periodicals.
Audiovisual communication companies or publishing houses operating
principally In the latter market are accordingly subject to no conditions
governing access to broadcast Ing. As far as dally publlcat Ions are
concerned . the rules permit them to hold a not Insubstantial share of the

market, subject to a limit of 20%. Moreover. the rules do not oblige the
publishers of dally publications occupying a leading or dominant position

on the market to give UP broadcasting, but simply require them to choose
between radio, television and cable. A newspaper holding a large share of
the national dailies market may thus also hold an Interest In a national
broadcaster (like any other company, I.e. subject to a 25% limit).

The rules are, on the other hand . more restrictive at the loca I and

regional level. The 20% limit does hot apply here. so that merely running

a dally newspaper In the area served Is caught by the law. A holding Is
not entirely ruled out , but It Is limited to a single branch of audiovisual

communlcat Ion.

To conclude, the " two out of four " rule has the advantage Of being flexible
as I t allows a company to choose the structure of Its mu I timed I a

participations Itself.
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(D) Concentrat Ions Incompat Ible with competlt Ion law

The law on the subject , as embodied In the new Article 41(4) of the Act of

17 January 1989, (104) refers to genera.1 competition law and In particular
the Ordinance of 1 December 1986. (105) The new article nevertheless
expressly excludes the application of the rules on merger control (TItle V

the Ordinance) . which are part Icular Iy Important far
concentrat Ions are concerned.

With regard to abuses of dominant positions and practices Impeding free

competition. broadcasting companies are governed by general competition law

and are therefore sUbject to monitoring by the Consell de la concurrence

(Compet It Ion Council).

Since 17 January 1989 It has no longer been for the CNCL and the Commission

de la concurrence (Competition Commission) to ensure Jointly that the rules

are compiled with Inasmuch as this task Is now entrusted exclusively to the

Conse II de I a concurrence . wh I ch was set up In 1986. The Conse II SUDer leur

de I ' audlovlsuel (Higher Audiovisual Council - CSA) may nevertheless
address observations to the Consell de la concurrence and refer to It any

cases Involving breaches of the rules.

(E) Internal structure reaulrements for broadcasting oroanlzatlQns

In addition to the rules on concentrations which have just been described

the Freedom of Communication Act contains detailed provisions on the

( 1 04)
( 1 05 )

Journal offlclel of 18 January 1989, p. 728.
Act No 77-806 of 19 July 1977. as amended by Ordinance No 86-1243
of 1 December 1986. Journal offlclel of 9 December 1986 , p. 14773.In Its 1989 version, Article 41(4) excludes Title of the
Ordinance.
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capital structure of the various broadcasting companies.

An authorization to operate a national television service broadcast over

the a I r waves may be granted on Iy toa company In wh I ch no natura I or lega 

person holds more than 25% of the capl tal or vot Ing rights (50% In the case

of satellite broadcasting). In the case of regional bodies with an
audience of between 200 000 and 6 million people . the corresponding limit
Is 50%. There Is no restr Ict Ion where the audience Is less than 200 000.

By subjecting to strict limits the capital .structure of a broadcaster , the

Act seeks to spread decIsion-making power over a television channel among

several companies In order to encourage the expressIon of a broad range of

currents of thought and opinIon In programmes.

The provIsIons ' lack' of flexibility has given rise to diffIculties 
practice. and the CSA advocates a relaxation of the rules. (106) From the

point of view of the limitation of concentratIons. the rules may also have

the effect of obliging the companies concerned to form artIficial groupings

which often do not reflect market conditions. and they may be conducive to

the development of concentrations In other fields. The question remains

whether they help attain the desired objective of pluralism.

(F) Measures reaulrlna Dlurallsm In croarammes

A rule known as the two-thirds rule seeks to ensure balanced television
programming. All television bodies are required to give the same air time

to the poll t I ca I broadcasts of the Government. the par II amentary major I ty

(106) Letter from the C$A dated April 1990, p. 5.
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and the opposition. The CSA monitors compliance with the rule In private

programmes Just as closely and publishes a quarter Iy report. In the event
of a breach, It has the power to Impose penalties which In extreme cases

may consist of the suspension or withdrawal of an authorization. It Is

reluctant to exercise this power - at least In relation to private
broadcasters - because I t Is not express I y prov I ded for I n the Freedom of

Commun I cat Ion Act . be I ng based I nstead on a pr I nc I pie of customary law

dating from the time when broadcasting was entirely In public hands.

The strict allocation of air time has been criticized on the ground that
the way In which the tendency of a programme Is Included In the "equat Ion

takes no account of the time at which It Is shown and hence of the number

of viewers. The CSA agrees that the arrangements are Inappropriate and Is
cons I der I ng var lous al ternat I ves. (107)

(G) Disclosure and concentration

The trouble caused In the ear Iy years of pr Ivate broadcasting by the use of
front companies and the disguised acquisition of shareholdlngs In private
broadcasters Induced the French legislator to adopt a whole series of
measures a Imed at ensur I ng the ver I flab III ty and transparency of the
structure of ownership In the companies holding authorizations and at
preventing the rules from being circumvented. (108) Companies holding

authorizations are accordingly required to disclose to anyone who so
requests. the names of the owners or three largest shareho I ders. the tit I 

( 1 07)
(108 )

Page 4 of the CSA' s letter of April 1990.
The High Authority and the CNCL seem to have experienced
difficulties In proving / the existence of a hidden ownership
structure or the use of front compan les.
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of their Publications and the nature of any other communications services
they provide. Limited companies may Issue only registered shares.
MoreOver , any company which acquires a fract Ion In excess of 20% of the

capital or of the voting rights In a company which holds an authorization

must Inform the CSA within one month of Its exceeding the threshold
(Articles 36 to 38).

These requirements are supplemented and Underpinned by various prohibitions

and by severe penal ties. Front-company transact Ions and dlsgul.sed

acquisitions of shareholdlngs are expressly prohibited and are punishable
by a term of I mpr I sonment of up to 12 mont hs or a fine of up to FF 200 000

(or 1 million the event breach the rules cross
shareholdlngs) , applicable to any person benefiting from the operation.
Any breach of the transparency ob Ilgat Ions Imposed on broadcasters 
punishabJe by a fine of up toFF 120 000.

also offence circumvent the rules purchas I 

authorization from another broadcaster. Broadcasting authorizations are
not transferable. In other words, In the event of a company ceasing Its
business activities, the authorization thus becoming available .must be
reallocated by the CSA. The CSA may. without prior notice, withdraw an
authorization In the event of a substantial alteration of a company

capital or voting rights or of a change In the board strLlcture.

1 RELAND

Genera I Observat Ions

Irish radio broadcasting dates back to the early twenties and, as in many

countr les that time, was ultimately decided keep popular
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broadcast I In the public sector rather than open it UP to pr I vate

competition along Amerlcan llhes.

Dissatisfaction with the highly circumscribed national radio service.
funded by a mixture of licence fees and advertising revenue. led to the
establishment of a new authority In 1960 (which became ' Radio Telefls

Elreann , RTE, In 1966) with a mandate to provide both radio and television

services. The first national television service started operation at the

end of 1961 and the state sector now comprises two national television
ch.annels. RTE 1 and RTE 2. and three national radio channels, Radios 1 and

2 and the Ir Ish language service. Raldlona Gaeltachta. This public service
approach dominated state regulatory polley unt II the late 1980' s when a new

determination to open radio and television to private actors received

concrete recognition In the Radio and Television Act 1988.

The 1988 legislation envisaged the Introduction of a new private sector:

one additional television channel and a number of radio services to Include

one channe I nat lonal amb I 1. Independent Radio and Television

Commission was Instituted to authorlse these new ventures on the basis of

I icehces previously I ssued It by the Minister for Commun I cat Ions.

Questions of concentration are only now. therefore, receiving concrete
legal and regulatory examination as Ireland moves away from a history of

pub II c monopo Iy, dominated by RTE.

Since the early seventies pirate radio stations offering alternative
popul ar mus I c successfu II Y took root and many househol ds I n the areas
bordering Northern Ireland and on the east coast of the country have tuned
Into the British television stations available ' off the air Those who

could not receive these channels considered themselves to be ' second-class

media citizens and pressed for universal coverage. This demand for foreign

stations led to an extensive cabling programme which has enabled the Irish
government to plan the Introduction of the new television channel, TV3,
solely on the basis of cable and microwave technology. Prior, therefore,
to the recent Ilberalisation It was felt necessary to ' purge ' the airwaves
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Of Illegal broadcasters. thus Instituting a clean slate for the award of
contracts wi thout the domlnat Ion of powerful pr Ivate groups who have

established themselves over time. Th Is was effected through the
Broadcasting and Wireless Telegraphy Act 1988, section 3(1) of which

provides that a ' broadcast shall not be made from any premises or vehicle
In the state un less I t Is made pursuant to and In accordance wi th a licence
Issued by the Minister , complementing the licensing requirements set out

for the cable sector In S. I. No. 67 of 1974 and ensuring State control over

the whole field of audiovisual activities.

B) Prlncloles of Constitutional Law

Article 40. 1.1. of the 1937 Irish Constitution provides that the state

guarantees the right of the citizens to express freely their convictions

and opinions. The ambit of this guarantee has to date received very little
Judicial examination and a number of questions. particularly relevant for

the audiovisual media remain open. It has not yet . for example, been
conclusively settled whether the expression of ' convictions and opinions
covers also the communlcat Ion of what might be referred to as ' straight'
Information. In Attorney General v. Paper I Ink Ltd. (109) It was held that
letter post. since this might Involve the communication of Information. did

not fall within the protection afforded by Article 40. 1.1. Similar
reasoning was adopted In the later case of Kearney v. Mlnlster for
Justlce(110) where It was held that freedom of expression In Article
40. 1. did not extend to the transmission of mere Informat Ion.
Attorney General for England and Wales v. Brandon Books Publishers
Ltd. (111) . however. It was held that there was a constitutional right
under Article 40. 1. to PUblish Information so long as this does not
constitute a breach of copyright or confidentiality or Is otherwise

(109)
(110)
(111)

Unreported . High Court . 15th July, 1983.
19 IR 116, 1987 ILRM 52.
1987 ILRM 135.
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contrary to the pub II c Interest.

Whatever the scope of the protect Ion offered by the first sentence of
Article 40. 1., further phrases set out specific limits to the enjoyment

of this freedom by the ' organs of public opinion These ' organs ' are

expressly held to embrace ' radio

. '

press ' and ' cinema ; while In The State

(Lynch) v. Cooney (112) ' radio ' was held to cover also television. These

organs shall not . In the terms of Article 40. 1., ' be used to undermine
public order or morality or the authority of the State , while the

publication or utterance of blasphemous. seditious. or Indecent matter ' Is

held to be ' an offence which shall be punishable In accordance with the
law

' .

Mono~ and multimedia concentration In the audiovisual sector

The regulation of new national Television and Radio services under the

Radio and Television Act 1988

The Irish audiovisual scene .Is characterlsed by the absence of express
restr Ict Ions on mono- and mul t Imedla concentrat Ions. There are. for
examp Ie, fixed cap I ta I participation limits ownership

restrictions based on nationality. Such Issues. where they are to be

considered. fall within the general discretion of the Commission or

Minister In awarding broadcast contracts or licences.

(I) Monomed I a concentrat Ion

Provision was made In the Radio and TeleVision Act 1988 for the

authorlsatlon by the Independent Radio and Televlslon Commission (' the

Commission ) of one further television service In addition to RTE. to

be distributed using cable and microwave networks (section 17)" and an

(112) 1983 ILRM 89.
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un spec i fled number of sound broadcast I ng serv Ices, to I nc I ude 
nat iona I channe I. Since many of the prov I s Ions I n the 1988 Act app I y
equally to the new radio and television services the two media wi II be

considered together.

Section 6(2)(g) of the Radio and Television Act 1988 requires the
CommisSion to have regard . In awarding the new radio contracts. to the

desirability of allowing any person or group to have control of, or

substant I a I nterests In, an undue number of sound broadcast I 

services authorlsed under that Act. Section 6(2)(g) may thus be used

to brake undue concentration although It Is left to the discretion of

the Commission to determine how many radio contracts would be
numerically ' undue . This provision Is extended by section 18 to the

new television service but It Is difficult to ascertain Its relevance

where only one contract Is to be awarded. The television contract has

now been granted to the Windmill Lane consortium. In addition 25 local
independent radio services have been authorlsed, with the national
radio contract awarded to Century Radio currently providing competition

for the established RTE stat Ions.

(II) Multimedia concentration

Section 6(2)(h) of the 1988 Act requires the COmmission to have regard

In awarding sound contracts and . by virtue Of section 18. television
contracts to the desirability of allowing any person . or group of
persons, to have control of. or substantial Interests In, an undue
amount of the communications media In the area covered by the contract.

Once again this provision merely requires the Commission to consider
the I ssue concentrat Ion. but I eaves Its discretion to

determine the concrete Implications of Its findings. There I s thus no
specific prohibition on newspaper Interests In the audiovisual sector.
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b) Satellite

The I r I sh government, given the hi gh-r I sk h i gh- f I nance nature of sate III te
broadcasting. has chosen not to adopt specific concentration restrictions
In this field. All five Irish direct broadcast satellite channels were
awarded In 1986 to one company, Atlantic Satellites. owned by the US

company Hughes Commun I ca t Ions I nc . and t he I r I sh bus I nessman James

Staf.ford. To date Atlantic has not exploited Its franchise, although the
Irish satellite footprint .covers the potentially attractive UK market. 
has more recently, however considered launching two twenty-four

transponder satellites, the earliest launch date being 1993. but wishes to

have up-front . flnance from satellite tenants before commencing the project.

c) Cab Ie

Cable developed In Ireland relatively early. encouraged by the ability to

relay (without copyright payments to the British programme companies)

British television channels to areas beyond their natural off-air reach.
About 35 per cent of the Irish household population .now subscribes to
cable. enjoying access to from eight to twenty-six teleVision channels.
Since tile objectives of the cable companies were Initially limited the
technical cap~cltY of early networks was restricted , sufficient for the

most part merely to relay the four British channels and the RTE television
and radio services.

By 1974 the growth of cable was seen as an Inevitable development and the

Wireless Telegraphy (Wired Broadcast Relay LIcence) Regulations, 1974 (S.
No. 67 of 1974) Introduced a new regime to regulate the award of cable
licences. The 1974 regulations give the Minister for Posts and Telegraphs

(now Communi cat Ions) absolute dlscret Ion In deciding whether or not to
grant a cable licence: no guidelines for this assessment are set out 
the Instrument Itself and there Is no reference to the Issue of media
pluralism.
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CloselY . circumscribed thel r programming. the post 74 cab Ie nets
never the less enjoyed a degree of protection from compet I t Ion. At the mono-
media level It has been government policy to grant one licence only In a

given area. thus protecting those cable companies providing the Initial
finance for the technical Infrastructure from damaging competition. 
addition licences for the more limited SMATV networks have not been

granted In areas already covered by a cable franchise. Finally.
considerable concentration In cable ownership has been tolerated . with

operators able to accumulate licences for more than one area. 
particular. the Cablellnk company, owned eighty percent until recently by

RTE. has obtained licences In the Dublin. Waterford and Galway areas. At

the multimedia level this Incursion of RTE lnto the cable world Indicated a

government willingness to tolerate a substant tal degree of broadcast/cable

cross ownersh I p.

d) Multi-Point Microwave Distribution Systems

Microwave relay Is covered by the Wireless Telegraphy (Television Programme

Retransmission) Regulations, 1989 and over thirty microwave IIcence.s have

now been granted by the Minister for Communications. These new licences
are Intended. primarily. to relay the British channels and a selection 
satellite channels to rural areas which for economic reasons are. not
covered by cable. They are also to relay. under their sole ' must carry
obllgat Ion, the service of the new nat lonai broadcaster TV3.

In contrast to the absence of all reference to the problem of media

concentrations In the cable regulations, the 1989 Wireless Telegraphy

Regulations require the Minister when awarding licences to have regard to

the desirability of allowing one person. or group of persons. to have
contro I of, or substant I a I nterests In . an undue number of programme

retransmission systems ' (Section 4 (1)(c)). Nevertheless multiple licences
have been granted to Individual companies such as Cablellnk In the hope
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that higher distribution costs In difficult areas will be offset by Income

recouped from the more prof I tab I e networks. Desp I te the reference I n the
1989 regulat Ions to the Issue of monomedla concentrat Ion. there Is no
reference to multimedia concentration, along the lines set out In section
6(2)(h) Of the 1988 Radio and Television Act for radio and television.
Consequently press and cable consortiums have been allowed to establish
sizeable cross Interests In microwave. The Independent Newspaper Group,
for example, had by late 1990 built up direct or Indirect Interests 
nineteen of the thirty three franchises. while Westward Cable was awarded

seven microwave II cences In 1989.

D) Forelan and Other OwnershlD Restrictions

There are no express restrictions In the governing legislation. For both

radio and television under the 1988 Act and microwave under the 1989

Regulations the Commission and Minister respectively are called to have

regard to ' the character of the app II cant' or fa company, the ' character

of the body and Its d I rectors, manager, secretary or other s I mil ar off Ices

and Its membars and the persons entitled to the beneficial ownership of Its
shares NO gu I dance I s given. however as to the weight which the
Commls!"lcm or Minister should give to any given ownership characteristic.
such as fore!;;n nationality. Despite this lack of formal requirements. 

Is probable that In order to meet the guidelines set out In the 1988 Act

and to convince the Commission of an acceptable sensitivity to local
Interests a strong Irish connection, whether at the management or equity
I eve I. will be essent I at for success.

Radio and television contracts under the 1988 Act may contain a condition
proh I bit I ng ass I gnment . or mater I a I changes In ownersh I p where a company Is
Involved. and, where there Is no such provision then the Commission s prior

written consent must be obtained before any such changes take place. The

Commission Is thus able to keep control of subsequent alterations In the

ownership structure of contractors. applying the same considerations as
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those relevant on the Initial grant. In the cable field the Minister

written consent Is required before any assignment but no such provision Is
Included In the 1989 regulations relating to microwave licences.

E) Domestic ComDetltlon Rules

The Mergers, Take~overs and Monopoll es (Control) Act ~ 1978. as amended by
the Restrictive Practices (Amendment) Act 1987 . requires that the Minister

for Industry and Commerce be notified of company mergers Involving

companies whose turnover exceeds a given threshold(113) The Minister can

either make no order with regard to the proposed merger. wh I ch may then
proceed, or refer the notification to the Fair Trade Commission. The Fair
Trade Commission will then prepar.e a report On the proposed merger or take-

over . stating whether It considers that this would operate against the

common good' After considering this report the Minister may then

prohibit the merger absolutely or on terms.

Sta tutory I nst rument number 17 of 1979 makes spec I f I c prov I sl on for the

appllcat Ion of these controls In the newspaper sector. All mergers and

take-overs Involving companies, at least one of which Is engaged In the
printing or publication of one or more newspapers, are subject to the
notification and scrutiny provisions, whether or not the threshold turnover
limits are met.

The 1978 Act a I so enab I es the Mini ster to ca li on the 01 rector of Consumer

Affairs and Fair Trade to Investigate apparent monopolies and to report on

whether any such monopoly restricts competition, or Is In restraint of
trade, or operates against the ' common good' The Minister having
considered this report, may then rule that the monopoly should only be

allowed to continue on compliance with certain seclfled conditions or
require that It be broken UP through asset sales or by other mechanisms.

(113) See now S. I. no. 230 of 1985.
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These powers were used In 1986 to Investigate the monopoly acquired by

Dublin Cablesystems Ltd In the DUblin cable Industry. Section 8 of the
1987 Act also affords the Minister additional powers to prohibit
res.trlctlve or unfair practices or unfair methods of competition ' In the
Interests of the orderly and proper regulation of competition

F) The crotect Ion of c Iura II sm throuah content reau I at Ion

The pub I I c broadcaster RTE has. not un II ke many of I ts European

counterpar ts, been expected to fu If II number of cu I tura I and soc I a I

ob II gat Ions In exchange for I ts protected monopol y status. RTE Is legally
required to have regard to the defence of the Irish language and culture.

the furtherance of democratic values enshrined In the Constitution, the

promotion of an understanding of other countries ' cultures and traditions
(part Icular Iy those of other EC Member States) and the need to work for

peace and understanding.

Under the 1976 Broadcast I ng Author I ty (Amendment) Act RTE Is requ I red 

ensure the objectivity and Impartiality of .all news and current affairs
broadcasts. In the past there has been considerable friction between RTE

and the government over the coverage of the conflict In Northern Ireland.
with ministerial powers under the broadcasting acts being used to ban the

transmission of Interviews .. or even reports of Interviews, with spokesmen
of proscribed groups, a category which Includes members of the political
Sinn Fein party. These provisions were unsuccessfully challenged before

the I r Ish courts as contrary to the const I tut lonal protect Ion of free
speech(114) In Article 40. 1.1. and the matter has now been referred to
the Commission of the Court of Human Rights In Strasbourg by Interested
journal I sts and producers.

(114) The state (Lynch) v. Cooney, 1983 ILRM 89.
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Both the public and the private broadcast sectors are, of course, subject

important programme restrictions set out I r Ish law. These

restrictions, recognlsed In the 1937 ConstItution . derive from the laws on

confidentiality, on defamation privacy. contempt of court and the

protect Ion of off Iclal secrets.

In the private sector the Commission. In awarding the new radio and
television contracts. Is required to have regard to a number of programming

Issues. among them the quail ty, range and type of the proposed programmes

(particularly of the Irish language programmes), the opportunities which
will be provided to Irish talent" the coverage of minority Interests and

the extent to which any proposed service will meet the needs of local

communities or communities of Interest. The television contractor Is to

show the same sensitivities to cultural and democratic values as those, set
out above, which underpin the public broadcast service. This requirement

Is not, however " placed on the new radio contractors. Radio contractors,
under section 9(1)(c). are required to offer a minimum percentage of news

and current affairs coverage.

both the radio and teleVision sectors new. and current affairs
programmes are to be presented In an objective, fair and Impartial manner,

without expression of the broadcaster views. Broadcasters are 
ensure(115) that they do not broadcast anything offending against good
taste or decency. that might promote crime or tend to undermine the
authority of the State. Existing or future Ministerial directions on the
coverage of prescribed organlsatlons are to be complied with by the new

servlces (116) .

Not unsupr I sing I y the Ir Ish cable and ml.crowave nets ~ essent I a II y

carr lers of exist Ing programme packages. have not been subjected to
equivalent programming requirements. Control Is exercised through the

(115)
(116)

Sections 9(1)(d) and 18 of the 1988 Act.
Sect Ion 12 of the 1988 Act.
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government' s power to direct the carriage of certain favoured channels. In
the cable sector this has led to must-carry requirements for RTE television

and radio services although the new microwave nets have not been placed

under a similar obligation.

G) Transoarency Reau I rements

Transparency requirements In the audiovisual media have received little
express legislative consideration. LIcences Issued to the Commission by
the MinIster for Communications are to be open f.or public Inspection at the
Commission registered offices. The Commission has wide powers to
Investigate the ' flnanclal... or other affairs ' of a sound or television
contractor (section 13). In the cable and mIcrowave field the Minister,
and through him authorlsed officers. are given a number of Investigative
powers but these powers seem to be pr Imarlly concerned wi th the

ascertainment of the fees to be paid by cable licensees or the charges to

be levied and frequencies used by microwave operators. rather than with the
ownership of the franchise holders as such.

ITALY

Const I tut lonal basis

The constitutional basis of Italian broadcasting .Is provided by Article 21
of the Italian Constitution" which guarantees everybody the right of free
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expression In spee.chM In writing or by any other means of dissemination.
On this basis, the Constitutional Court has delivered a series of judgments

defining an approach to broadcasting whose central values are the pluralism

of opinions and the freedom of Information for Indlvlduals. (117) In so
doing, It ha$ always exhorted the legislator to adopt measures making 

possible to combat the creation of monopolies and oligopolies effectively.
The Court' s position Is made particularly clear In Its judgment of 1988,

which describes the situation then existing as "abnormal and unbalanced"

and which calls for the establishment of a definitive, effective system

making It possible to defend pluralism of Information effectively at all
levels against the development of dominant posltlons. (118)

Absence In the past of merger-control leglslat Ion

(117) Judgment of 13 July 1960 No 59/1960" Glurlsprudenza costltuzlonale
1960. p. 759 et sea. judgment of 10 July 1974 No 226/1974
Glur. cost. 1974 p. 1791 et sea. judgment of 28 July 1976
No 20211976. G I ur. cost. 1976. p. 1267 et sea. Judgment of
21 July 1981 No 148/1981 Glur. cost. 1981

. p.

1379 et sea.

Judgment of 17 October 1985 No 23/1985, Foro Italiano 1985" Part I
p. 2829 et sea. Decision of 14 July 1988 No 826/1988.
Gazzetta Ufflclale, No 29 of 20 July 1988; judgment of
21 February 1990, No 102/1990, Gazzetta Uff I c I a I e No 10 
7 March 1990.
Judgment of 14 July 1988 No 826/1988 Gazzetta Ufflclale No 29 of
20 July 1988.

(118)
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Despite this adoption of particularly clear position by the

Constitutional Court and despite the fact that private radio stations have

been in ex I stence now for 15 years. there was no I aw on prl vate
broadcasting In Italy prior to the passage of the "Mamml" Law(119) 
August 1990, nor , unt II October 1990. were there any general rules limit Ing

mergers. (120) The Italian broadcasting companies were able to act 
accordance with market forces without being subject to the most elementary

ru I es on mergers.

In the case of the press, there are anti-trust laws. It Is true. which lay

down that a company cannot control publishers whose papers attain In excess
of 20% of the total turnover of all dally papers published In ltaly. (121)

However, these ru les can be c I r cumvented since they do not app I y 
companies with "cross-holdings In addition . they apply In practice only

to mergers arising after their entry Into force, leaving prior
acquisitions untouched. They do not cover mergers In the Important

periodical sector and It has never been clearly specified which

(119)
(120 )

Law No 223 of 6 August 1990.
Law No 287 of 10 October 1990 and for more deta lis concern I ng the
lega.l situation of private broadcasting see Wagner. Duale
Rundfunkordnung und Rundfunkwlrkllchkelt In ltallen - Gegenwartlges
Erschelnungsblld und Perspekt Iven , ZUM 1989. p. 221 (223).

Rauen I ta lien: Karte lib I I dung von Medlen und I ndustr Ie,
Media Perspekt Iven 1990. p. 156 (164).
Lanzillo R. Le communlcazlonl dl
A. Glapmlchelll Edltore. Torino. 1990.
Rauen , Platz fUr zwel Networks: Medlenkonzentratlon In
Itallen, Media Perspektlven 1984 . p. 161 (164).
Rauen. Itallen . K~rtellblldung von Medlen und Industrle,
Media Perspekt Iven 1990. p. 156 et sea. , 164 et sea.

Law on restr Ict Ive agreements In the press" Law No 416/1981.

Massa, vol I,

( 121)
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publications are to be regarded as opinion-forming ones, If sporting. etc.
publications can be disregarded. Thus. In practice. no merger of firms
has yet been proh I b I ted under the Law on restr I ctl ve agreements I n the
press.

The absence of any limits on mergers In the field of private broadcasting
has been fully exploited: the early Independent local stations combined to

form small networks of broadcasters, which rapidly transformed themselves

Into national channels backed by large financial resources. The early
1980s saw ruthless competition between these channels. with the Flnlnvest
holding company (owned by Silvio Berlusconl) finally emerging as the
st rongest pi ayet 

Law No 223 of 1990:

media

a new framework for the Italian broadcasting

In August 1990" the Bill brought In In 1987 by the Minister for Posts and

Telecommunclatlons" Mr Mamml. became the new Law. NO 223. after many

amendments had been made and the po II t I ca I negot I at Ions comp I eted.

( I) Monomed I a mergers

The new Law states that national licences for radio and television
broadcast lng, Issued to the same person or to persons controlled by

or linked with persons who In turn control other licence-holders,
may not exceed 25% of the number of national networks provided for
In the allocation plan and In any case may not be greater than
three. (122) It seems that Flnlnvest has chosen to keep contro.1 of
Its three television channels In exchange for relaxing Its Influence
on the dally press.

( 122) Article 15(4) of Law No 223 of 6 August 1990.
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Another point to note Is that It Is not possible to hold radio or

television broadcasting licences or authorl:z:atlons at both national

and local levels at the same tlme. (123) A company will therefore

have to make a strategic Investment choice as to the level at which

It wishes to enter the market.

There are also proVisions restricting .the control of broadcasting

media In a given local area. As regards local television
broadcast I ng . the same person may hold one II cence only per

reception area and at most three licences for different reception
areas. (124) In such areas. which may be contiguous. provided that
their total poPulation does not exceed 10 million. only one set of

programmes per complete day Is authorized. Subject to this
population limit" the number of contiguous areaS may be extended ~o

four In the southern part of the country. (125)

As regards local sound broadcasting. the law specifies that the same

person may hold one licence per reception area and seven licences

altogether for contiguous areas provided that the total population

does not exceed 10 million. single set of programmes per

complete day Is authorlzed. (126)

Deeds of sale, contr.acts for the hire or management of companies

operating In the mass communications sector. and the transfer
I nter v I vos of shares In companl es operat I ng I n the sa I d sector are

(123) Ar tic I e 19(4) Law No 223 of 6 August 1990.
( 1 24) Ar tic I e 19(1) Law No 223 of 6 August 1990.
(125) Ibid.
( 126) Ar tic Ie 19(2) Law No 223 of 6 August 1990.
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nUll and void If they result In the same person, even through the
Intermediary of controlled or associated persons, earning more than

20% of the total receipts from the mass communications sector. The

limit Is 25% where the same person earns at least two thirds of his

total own receipts In the mass communications sector. (127)

Multimedia mergers

As regards mergers between press and television broadcast Ing

companies, the new Law states that It Is not possible to hold:

television broadcasting licence at national level If one
contro I compan I es pub II sh I ng da Ily newspapers with an annua I

circulation exceeding .In the previous calendar year 16% of the
total circulation of dally newspapers In Italy; (128)

more than one television broadcasting licence at national level
If one controls companies publishing dally newspapers with .
circulation exceeding 8% of the total circulation of dally
newspapers In Italy; (129)

more than two television broadcasting licences at national level.
If one controls companies publishing dally newspapers with a

combined circulation not exceeding 8% of the total circulation of

dally newspapers In ltaly. (130)

(127 )
( 128)
(129 )
( 1 30)

Article 15(2) of Law No 223 of 6 August 1990.
Article 15(1)(a) of Law No 223 of 6 August 1990.
Article 15(1)(b) of Law No 223 of 6 August 1990.
Art icle 15(1 )(c) of Law No 223 of 6 August 1990.
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The same rules as those descr Ibed above concerning deeds Of sale

etc. which give a company a share of more than 20% of the total
receipts of the mass communications sector apply to multimedia

mergers.

As regards local broadcasting" the Law states that the holder of a
television broadcasting licence may obtain a radio broadcasting

licence at local level provided that. In the same reception area.

the number of applications for the radio sector does not exceed the

number of frequencies to be allocated. By the same token. a person

who has alreadY obtained a local sound broadcasting licence may

obtain a second one within the same territorial framework.
(131)

D Iscr 1m I natory
ownership

restr Ict Ions and other restr I ct Ions media

In the press sector. " foreign" firms and financial I nst I tut I.ons may not

hold a majority Interest or control companies which publish dally
newspapers. There Is a similar prohibition on holdings In companies which

control such publishing houses. (132) The new Law specifies that radio
broadcasting of community nature must be provided by foundations.

recognized and non-recognized associations which reflect special Interests

of a cultural . ethnic" political or religious nature. and In certain
circumstances by cooperatives whose purpose Is to provide a cultural.
ethnic, political or religious radio broadcasting servlce. (133) 
should also be noted that It Is not possible to transform a community radio

( 131)
(132 )
( 1 33)

Art Icle 19(3).

Article 1 of Law No 416 of5 August 1981. as amended.
Article 16(5) of Law No 223 of 6 August 1990.
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broadcasting licence Into a commercial one. (134)

As regards commercial radio broadcasting at national level and television
broadcasting at national level . the Law states that a licence may be
granted only to companies or cooperatives set up In Italy or In other
Member states of the Community which have a capital of not less than
LIT 3 billion In the case of television broadcasting or less than
LIT 500 million In the case of radio broadcastlng. (135)

At local level , a television broadcasting licence may be granted only to:
(I) natural rsons of Italian nationality or the nationality of one of the

Member States of the Community who provide security of at least
LIT 300 million; (II) certain bodies recognized by the Italian Government

or by other Member States. which provide security of at least
LIT 300 million, or (III) companies formed In Italy or another
Member State, with the exception of partnerships ("socleta sempllcl"
wh Ich have a capital of at least LIT 300 million. (136) As regards
commercial radio broadcast Ing at local level , a licence may be granted only

to the same categories of pe.rson . but the security obligations are reduced

to one th I rd. (137)

There Is also a category of person which Is dlsquallf.led from obtaining a

(134 )
(135 )
( 136)
(137 )

Art Icle 16(6) of Law No 223 of 6 August 1990.
Art Icle 16(7).
Article 16(8).
Article 16(9).
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private radio or television licence. These are companies whose object 

neither radio/TV broadcasting. publishing of Information nor an activity

relating to Information or the visual arts. (138) A licence may not be
granted to public bodies (even those with an economl. purpose), to
companies In which public authorities hold a majority Interest or to credit

Instltutlons. (139) It may not be granted either to persons who have been
sentenced to pr I son for an Intent lonal offence or breach of statutory duty.
or to persons from whom another licence has been withdrawn, even In respect
of a different local l~vel. (140)

The Law also restr Icts share ownership. The majority of shares In private

I I cence-ho I ding compan I es and the number of shares wh I ch makes It poss I b Ie

to control such companies or create links between them must not be held by

natural or legal persons or companies. with or without legal personality,

of foreign nationality. nor by trust companies. This prohibition also
applies to shares In companies which directlY or Indirectly control the

pr Ivate licence-holding companies. It should be noted. however. that the
prOh I bi t Ions On fore I gn compan I es do not app I y to compan I es set up In one

of the Member States of the Community or In states which offer Italy
reciprocal r Ights. (141)

Finally, It should be noted that
powerful position acquired by the

var lously to the public (RA\)

Art Icle 15(7) of the 1990 Act states

the 1990 Act atteMpts to address the
advertising agencies In Italy. linked

and private (Flnlnvest) sectors.
that where a public or pr Ivate licence

holder finds Itself In control of or connected with an advertising agency.

(138 )
( 139)
( 140)
(141 )

Art icle 16(11).
Article 16(12).
Article 16(13).
Art Icle 17(1) of Law No 223 of 6 August 1990.
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th Is I a Her cannot collect advert Is Ing for more than three nat lonal
television channels. or two national and three local or one national and six

local channels. The same provision applies In reverse to advertising
agencies which own or control radio or television Ilcencees. Contracts which

contravene these provisions are to be null and void. Sect Ion 24(3) further

stipulates that where a company controls an advertising agency which
collects more than 50 % of the advertising Income for a national radio or
television broadcaster that company will Itself be treated as though It
holds the operat Ing licence for that stat Ion.

E) Domest Ic competition Legislation

General competition legislation was finally Introduced In October 1990 with

Law n ' 287. This seeks to outlaw restrictive practices, abuses of dominant
positions and market concentrations which substantially restrict or
eliminate competition. A new authority. the Autorlta garante della
concorrenza e del mercato. with extensive powers of Investigation and able

to Impose fines, or. In certain Instances. suspend agreements. has been
established to oversee the competition regulations. In the broadcast and

press sectors. however. It Is the Garante par la radlodlffuslone 

edltorla. set up under the 1990 audiovisual legislation , who Is empowered

to enforce the competition provisions, having previously sought the opinion

of the Autorlta garante della concurrenza e del mercato.

Measures requiring pluralism In programmes

In order to be awarded a private local sound and television broadcasting
licence. a company must devote at least 20% of Its weekly programming to
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local Information (news and services) and to programmes connected with local
non-commercial events. (142)

Holders of a nat lonal radio or television broadcast Ing licence are required
to broadcast dally television news or radio news programmes. (143)

G) Transparency Requl rements

The transparency requirements In the press field go beyond the dally paper

sector to cover a II per lod I ca I sand revl ews (except I ng those pub II shed I n a

foreign language, monthlies or papers with less than 12 Issues a year). Also

covered are national press agencies. Details of the names of shareholders,
the size of their holdings, together with details of changes In control or

transfers relating to more than 10 % of the share capital (redUced to 2 %

for quoted companies) must be notified to the Servlzlo dell' edltorla.
Transfers failing within the latter category must also be published In all
papers ed I ted by the company I n quest Ion.

. All press bodies covered by the legislation must be Inscribed In the

National Press Register which details such matters as the firms ' social

objects, Its legal representative. the titles It prints and their place of

pub I (ca t Ion ( 144) .

A nat lonal register Is also kept for radio and television companies. This

covers public and private licensees. programme production and distribution

(142)
( 143)
( 144)

Art Icle 16(8) of Law no 223 of 6 August 1990.
Art Icle 20(6) of Law No 223 of 6 August 1990.
Articles 1 " 2 10 and 11 of Law n ' 416/1981 , as amended.
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companl es and audlov Isua I advert Ising agencies. Contracts between the

public licensee, private licensees and Italian programme production and
distribution companies or advertising licensees are void where one of the

parties to the contract Is not entered on the national reglster. (145) The

companies subject to the registration requirement are required to ask for
their own associates. Including companies. associates of companies owning
shares In the operating company. and associates of companies which In any

way control It directly or Indirectly. to be entered on the national

register of radio and televlsl~n companies. Indicating the number of shares

they own or the size of their holding. The registration requirement alSO

applies to associates who are natural persons where they oWn at least 2% of

the shares of the company operating the television company. companies owning

shares In the operating company or companies which In any way control 

direct Iy or Indl rectly. (146)

Notification Is also necessary of any transfer for whatever reason of over

10% of the capital of sole proprietorShIps or enterprises constituted In the

form of public lImited companies which are subject to the registration
requirement , and successive transfers of shares In such companies which
Individually represent under 10% but cumulatively exceed this limit. The
limit is reduced to 2% for public limited companies quoted on the stock

exchange. (147)

9. LUXEMBOURG

Luxembourg Is In a special situation In that It has no rules on mergers

which can be compared with those of the countries already examined.

( 145 )
(146 )
( 147)

Art Icle 12(4) of Law no 223 of 6 August 1990.
Article 12(5) of Law no 223 of 6 August 1990.
Article 13(1) of Law no 223 of 6 August 1990.
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Because of
television

Luxembourg sma II populat Ion (bare I 400 000), coMmerc I a I

cannot profitable. and compet I t Ion between several
broadcasters Is even less conceivable. A commercial broadcaster can only
survive In Luxembourg If .he can profitably extend his transmitting range
beyond national frontiers or cooperate closely with broadcasters In
neighbouring countries. It Is only this kind of Internationalization whlc~

has enabled CLT (Compagnie Luxembourgeolse de Telediffuslon) to become ~
I arge European commerc I a I broadcaster. Th I s I s a I so the bas Is on wh I ch SES

(societe Europeenne des Satellites) works; this company Is also establlshejj

I n Luxembourg and operates Europe s ma.ln broadcast I ng sate III te (ASTRA),

whose 16 channels can be received In almost all the countr les of western

Europe. The success of these two companies Is due not only to Luxembourg

favourable central position . but also to the perspicacity of t.he Luxembourg

government , which has always strongly supported the activities of the CLT

(the largest taxpayer In the Grand Duchy) and SES. (148) In these

circumstances. It Is not surprising that the law In Luxembourg contains no

provisions limiting concentration.

(a) The current sltuat Ion - CLT' s monoDolv

Under the terms of the Law of 29 December 1929 on broadcast I ng and 

several licence contracts. CLT has the exclusive right to use Luxembourg

frequencies ~nd ever since that date has been the country only

broadcasting authority. It Is a public limited company and Is financed
entirely by advertising revenue. In order to broadcast Its television anjj

radio programmes. which usUally carry the name Of RTL It has three
terrestr lal televls10n frequencies and eight terrestrial radio frequenclesJ

on which , In addition to one radio programme and a few television programmes

(148) Cf Santer: Stahl - Banken - Medlen , Luxembourg 1m wlrtschaftllchen
Wandel. Speech by the Luxembourg prime minister In DUsseldorf.
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In the Luxembourg language. It broadcasts programmes In French, German and

English. These are In part the same as the programmes broadcast 
neighbouring countries with CLT' s participation (RTL Plus and RTL-TVI). CLT

also .owns large Interests In other broadcasting companies, particularly 

Germany (RTL Plus. 46. 1%; TELE 5. 25%). France (M6" 25%). Luxembourg and the

Nether lands (RTL Veronlque, 35%) and Belgium (RTL-TVI . 66%). and In the

English- language programme Eurobuslness (ESC. 10%).

Although the Luxembourg government does not have a stake In the company, 

can exert Influence on CLT' s decls.lons through licence contracts and the

terms of the licensing conditions and through Its Involvement In CLT'
bodies. It has been agreed and laid down In CLT' s statute that programme$
must observe strict Impartiality within the framework of International law

and must respect the rights of minor ft les and religious beliefs. CLT'
capital Is owned by a number of holding companies comprising French
Belgian, Dutch and German shareholders (AUdloflna S. Franco-Belglan

29. 1%, FRATEL S. . In particular Bertelsmann . 27. 6%. PARIBAS Group. Franco~

Dutch , 22.4%, Audlolux S.A.. Luxembourg, 6. 1%, etc.

). 

There Is no rule
limiting holdings by newspaper publishers or foreign companies. In order
to guarantee the transparency of the balance of ownership within the
company and to be able to monitor It. 70% of the shares have to be
registered and may not be disposed of without the Luxembourg government'

author I zat Ion.

SES I s a Iso organl zed I n the form of a pr I va te-sector company. I t operates
the ASTRA sate III te on the basis of a concess Ion from the Luxembourg

government; It does not produce programmes Itself. but " rents" satellite
channels to broadcasters. usually foreign ones. It has managed to Increase
the coverage of Its satellite by selecting programmes not so much on the
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basis of the revenue which they could bring In, as on the basis of their

popu I ar I ty . second 16-channe I sate III te (Astra 1b). was launched

February 1991..

Apart from the Luxembourg government. wh Ich owns 20% of the company. the

shares In SES are he I d by compan I es from s I x European count r I es. Aga In. np
limit Is Imposed on holdings by newspaper publishers or other media. CLT
I tse I f does not have a stake In SES. s I nee SES was founded aga I nst I t$

wishes, the Luxembourg government having considered that CLT was top

cautious In Its management of the satellite. Nevertheless. since then , CLT

has a I so been us I ng the Astra sate III te for some of I ts programmes.

(b) Law of 30 JulY 1991 on electronic media

The I aw of 30 Ju I Y 1991 transposes the Commun I ty broadcast I ng direct I ve IntI'

Luxembourg law , Its main aim being to regulate satellite television and tp

promote different national programmes. The law contains anti-concentration

rules only In respect of sound broadCasting by low power transmitters, I.

local radio, and of network programmes (regional radio).

Local radio stations must take the form of a non-prof I t-maklng

association and each assocl.atlon Is allowed one licence.

Broadcasting networks have to take the form of a private limited company

and no person may oWn shares In more than one licensed company or more
than 25% of the shares and voting rights. Including Indirect holdings, 
a I I censed company.

The licensing conditions for sound radio programmes broadcast by high power
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transmitters may contain provisions relating to the " respect of pluralism In
the presentation of news and Ideas" (Article 13(4)(a)), and the condltlon.s
relating to 10ca.1 radio programmes may contain provisions relating to the

respect of pluralism In the presentation Of local news and Ideas" (Article
17(6)9)) .

With regard to televls.lon , the law does not Impose restrictions on ownership

but only provides that the licensing conditions for programmes with an

International radius (sound radio or TV) or television programmes aimed 

the domest I c public may contain prov! s Ions relat Ing pluralism
(Article 10(1)(c) and 12(2)(b)).

Last I y. It shou I d be noted that CL T ' s monopo Iy has to be brought to an end

In any case In radio. to make way for new broadcasters. The other domestLc

television and radio frequencies may. however, be allocated to the same
company as foreign frequencles, slnce the cumulation of programme Interest.s
Is not prohibited.

1 O. NETHERLANDS

A) Genera I

In the traditional non-commercial Dutch audiovisual system . programmes are

produced by organizations representing the main groups In Dutch society an~

by the NOS (Nederlandse Omroepprogramma Stlchtlng) which coordinates them.

Transmission Is effected through the Netherlands Broadcasting Transmitter
Company (NOZEMA) , owned Jointly by the state and the broadcasting
associations. A semi-public company, Stlchtlng Etherreclame (STER)
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(Television and Radio Advertising Foundat Ion). Is responsible for th43

broadcasting of advertisements. the receipts from which are then shared

between all broadcasters (In proportion to the size of their audience

calculated on the basis of the number of subscr Ibers to the television

maga~lne published by each of them). (149) The broadcasting organlzatlon~

are non-commercial In character. as required by the law and by their
statutes, and they are explicitly prohibited from cooperating with other
commercial media enterprlses. (150) Newspaper publishers are also

prohibited from holding stakes In broadcasting organizations although the

organizations themselves do engage In publishing. since they have th~

exclusive right to publish magazines listing television programmes. 
(151)

Publishers may nevertheless be permitted to participate In the exploitation

of commercial advertising on public local and regional channels. Cabl~
newspapers may also be licensed to broadcast In the public system. thOUgh

they are not perm It ted to showmov I ng Images.

This system rules out mergers motivated by economic considerations an~
likely to pose a threat to pluralism. As a result. neither the law of 1967

on broadcast Ing(152) nor the law of 21 April 1987 on the medla (153)

(150 )
(151)
( 152)
(153)

See Van Reenen. Der Rundfunk In den Nieder landen. In:
Internat lonales Handbuch fUr Rundfunk und Fernsehen 1988/1989,
Baden-Baden 1988. pp. 124 etseq.; Reljnders: Die Medlenpolltlk der
Nlederlande, Media Perspectlven 1985, pp. 419 et seq.
Brants/Jankowskl . Kabelfernsehen In den Nlederlanden und Belglen,
Media Perspektlven 1985. pp. 412 et seq.
Article 55(1) of the law of 21 April 1987.
Article 57 of the law of 21 April 1987.

Translated Into German in UF.lTA vol. 60 (1971) pp 202 et seq.
Staatsblad van het Konlnkrljk der Nederlanden 1987, no 249.
Published in English by NOS, Hllversum, 1987.

( 149)
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contain anti-trust regulations specific to broadcasting.

Even I n the Nether lands. the .aud lovl sua I sector I s now beg Inn I ng to open up
to commercial broadcasters. This development had already been set In train

by the law on the media which came Into force at the beginning of 1988

created a third television channel . authorized more advertising and has

gradua II y pr I vat I zed NOS (wh I ch has become NOB. Neder I andse Omroepprodukt le~

Bedrijf). Since then . the very severe restrictions on advertising have also
been relaxed In accordance with the Court of Justice Judgments(154) and th~

Television without frontiers " Directive. The new law on the media. no 769

of 18 December 1991 , amends the law of 21 Apr II 1987 and provides for th~

establishment of a commercial television channel and a commercial radlp
channe I .

A recent report (the Donner report) On the allocation of frequencies and
commercial broadcasting examines the Implications of Community law for medl~

policy in the Netherlands. On the basis of this report the Minister for
Cultural Affairs has submitted a document to Parliament and other changes
will probably be made to the 1987 law on the media.

Uonomedla concentrat Ion

In the press field there has been considerable concentration In ownership
and since 1955 t he number of Independent newspaper pub II shers has ha I ved.

Five press groups currently control the entire market for national dally
newspapers. In 1989, after much political debate. the cabinet expressed It$

(154) See Case C-352/85 Bond van Adverteerders v The Netherlands State
(1988) ECR 2085; Case C- 288/89 Stlchtlno Collectleve
Antennevoorwlenlng Gouda v Commissar laat voor de Media
25 July 1991 , not yet reported; and Case C-353/89 Commission v
The Netherlands State . 25 July 1991 . not yet reported.
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opinion that pluralism was threatened not so much by concentration In
ownership as concentration In edltlorlal control. It concluded from thlp
that future legislation should focus On the Independence of the edltorlaJ
board v I s-a-v I s the pub II shers/propr I etors rather than Inst I tute a form 0'
merger regulat Ion for the press. Since then. however. there has been
continued pressure to revise this approach and enact legislation designed to

restr I ct any further market concentrat lon (155) The posslb III ty 
Introducing legislation which would prohibit concentrations giving a company

a share In excess of 20 to 25% of the newspaper market . has been dropped by

the Cabinet following prolonged debate on the constitutional validity and

pract Ical effects of such measures.

At present there are no direct ownership restrictions In the press sector

but a publisher wishing to receive support for Its paper from the Pressfund.

established In 1974 to support dally and non-dally newspapers and opinion
magaz I nes In d Iff I cu I t fl nances as we II as to hel p I aunch new tit I es" w I I I

only be successful where the paper In question Is. Inter alia, targeted at
the Netherlands readership and Is published In the Nether lands (156)

C) Multimedia concentrations

The new broadcast I ng act prov I des that a pr I vate commerc I al broadcast I 

licence Will be refused to an applicant If he. or one or several legal
persons or companies connected with the applicant, have a share of 25% or

more of the da II y newspaper market; or I f I ega I person (be I ng the
applicant). or one or several legal persons or companies connected with It

( 155 )

( 1 56)

Fact sheet on the press In the Netherlands by the Ministry ofWelfare, Health and Cultural Affairs, C- E-1990.
Article 129(2) of the law of 21. 1987.
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have a share of 25% or more of the da II Y newspaper market and a lone or
together. with or without an agreement with others having voting rights. can

either control mor$ than 1/3 of the voting rights at the meeting of
shareholders In the applicant . or can appoint or discharge more than 1/3 of

the Members of the Board or of the Commissioners of the appllcant(157)

A private commercial broadcasting Ilc$nce will be revoked by th$ Media

Authority If the commercial broadcaster . or one or several of the legal

persons with which he Is connected. alone or together, hold a share of 25%

or more of the dally newspaper market In 2 consecutive calendar years; or l f

legal person (being the commercial broadcaster) or one or several legal

persons or companies connected wi th I t have a share of 25% or more of the
dally newspaper market and. alone or together. with or without an agreement

with others having voting rights. can either control more than 1/3 of the

voting rights at the meeting of shareholders In the commercial broadcaster

or can appoint or discharge more than 113 of the Members of the Board or of

the Commissioners of the commercial broadcaster (158)

Institutions which have been allocated broadcasting time are prohibited from

engaging In any activities ;")ther than the provision of their
programmes (159) . This prohibition does not apply to private commercial

broadcasters nor to government Institutions, religious organlsatlons,
po II tical part les and groups. and sp ritual organ Isatlons. There are a I S9

restr I ct Ions on the explol tat Ion of copyr Ight In broadcasts In the context
of publication by broadcasters (160)

(157 )

(158 )

Art Icle 71d of the law of 21. 1987 as Introduced by the law
of18. 12. 1991.
Article 71e of the law of 21. 4. 1987 as Introduced by the law of
18. 12. 1991.
Article 57(1) of the law of 21. 1987.
Article 62 (3) of the law of 21. 1987 as Introduced by the law 
18. 12. 1991.

(159 )
(160 )
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General publishers are not permitted to publish programme guides In the

Netherlands. Broadcasting associations are nevertheless permitted to publish

radio .and television programme guides. though these must not besuppl.led In
conjuctlon with another magazlne (161) . This applies to private assoclatlon~
broadcasting In the public system but not to private commercial

broadcasters. An exception Is made for Institutions providing educational
programme components. which are permitted to produce and distribute material
to back UP the I r broadcasts. Foreign magaz I nes are permitted to publish
under licence detailed programme schedules provided that such magazines are

not also sold on the market In the Nether lands.

Owners and operators of the Dutch cable networks are prohibited from owning

or participating In the new private TV licences. The proposed television
stat Ion Is to be relayed solely over the well established and extensive
cable networks: terrestrial frequencies having been reserved for the
traditionally favoured public broadcasting services. Concerns over possible

abuses stemming from ownership of both programme and distribUtion rights
clearly underly this restriction. Also prohibited from participating In the

new ventures I s the Nether I ands Broadcast I ng Product Ion Company (NBPC) wh I ch

holds a dominant position In the market for production facilities. The
public service broadcasters are not allowed to acquire the ownership of
production facilities (article 60 of the Media Act 1988) and have turned tP

the NBPC to provide studios. cameras. sound and other essential equipment.

The new legislation also prohibits private associations which already hold 

broadcast licence under the public system from participating In private

radio and television ventures. In contrast to the public system , and marking

a clear break with the Past , there has been an attempt to establish a degree

of political neutrality In the ownership of the private broadcast channels.

(161) Art Icles 57 (2) and 58 (5) or the law of 21. 87 as amenaed by the
fawof 18. 12. 91.
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Thus public serv I ce organ I sat Ions are not allowed to own pr I vat~

broadcasting station.

It Is worth noting In parentheses that the prohibition on the participation
In the pr Ivate broadcast Ing system(162) Is expressed In the leglslat Ion In
terms of a prohibition on the pr.ovlslon of programmes which are dlstrlbuteSi

via a cable network (as opposed to a prohibition on participation per se)~

The term "provision of programmes" Is defined as " the process of preparing,

comp III ng and execut I ng a programme for domest I C broadcast lng, the Dutch

World Broadcasting Service or a subscription channel"(163) . Since private

commercial broadcasting will . In principle. be restricted to distribution
via cabl.e, the effect of the legislation Is that the "disqualified persons"
ment loned above will not be perInI tted to part Iclpate In pr Ivate commercial
broadcasting. In certain circumstances and on certain conditions the Medl~

Authority may grant a broadcasting licence. in derogation from this rule,

to local or regional broadcasting bodies for a limited period of tlme
(164)

Other ownership restrictions prohibit Institutions having national

broadcasting time from acquiring production facilities. that Is to say th~
staff and equipment required for programme production. Exceptions to thl$

rule exist for religious and spiritual organisations. political parties and

groups. and broadcasting organlsatlons which owned radio broadcasting studlo$

on 15th February 1985(165) The NBPC Is permitted to set up radio

broadcasting studios but only If the need for these Is not already satisfied
by existing stUdios belonging to the broadcasting organlsatlons

(166)

( 164)

Art Icle 70a of the law of 21. 87 Introduced by the law of
18. 12. 91.
Article 1 p of the law of 21. 87 Introduced by the law of
18. 12. 91.
Art Icles 75a and 75b of the law of 21. 87 Introduced by the law 
18. 12. 91.
Articles 60 and 148 (1) of the law of 21. 87.
Article 148(2) of the law of 21. 87.

(162 )

(163)

( 165)
(166 )
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D) Guarantees of pluralism In programming content

As far as programme content I n public service broadcasts Is concerned , the

providers of programmes for subscribers determine and retain responsibility
for their form and content(167) In the private sector the broadcasters

themselves are responsible for the form and content of the programmes which

they provlde (168)

Public service broadcasters are obliged to provide a complete programme,

Including components of a cultural Informat Ive. educat lonal and

entertaining nature and there are content restrictions on educational

bodies, religious .and spiritual organlsatlons and political parties or
groups. For example, religious organlsatlons must use all their broadcasting

time to provide a religious programme (169) In addition. television
programmes for subscribers must Include components of a Dutch cultural
nature (170) .

E) Transparency

Apart from the requirement to apply for broadcasting licences, there Is np

general duty to disclose the extent of a company s participation In a medl~

body. However. the new broadcasting act provides that before applying for a

(169)

Art Icle 72 of the law of 21. 1987.
Art Icle 71f of the law of 21. 1987
18. 12. 1991.
Article 50 of the law of 21.4. 1987
13. 12. 1990 and the law of 18. 12. 1991.
Article 72 of the law of 21. 1987.

as Introduced by the law of
( 167)
(168)

as amended by the law of

(170 )
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private broadcasting licence or participating In a private commercial

broadcaster , a body which has been allocated broadcasting time must Inform

the Med la Author I ty (171)

F) competition rules

The media are subject to general compet I t Ion leglslat Ion. The Minister for
Economic Affairs may declare competition arrangements (especially cartel
agreements) partly or wholly Inoperative If he considers them to be against

the general Interest. However, he may dec I are such agreements to be
generally binding" If this Is ln the Interest of the branch of Industry or

trade concerned. The Minister may also Impose obligations on or make order$

In respect of undertakings or groups of undertakings occupying a dominant

position which has effects contrary to the general Interest.

11. PORTUGAL

A) BacICaround

The law governing radio and teleVision broadcasting In Portugal h~
recently undergone considerable development. opening up In the last three

yea~s to pr Ivate radloandteJevlslon Inlt lat Ives after a long history of
Intrusive state control and virtual monopoly ownership. In December 1975,

after the civil upheavals of the 1974 military COUPM all broadcast
services were natlonallsed and concentrated In state hands. In the radlp
sector the old government station Emlssora Naclonal was merged with nine
private stations to form the public corporation Radlodlfusao Portuguesa

RDP' . while the pre-existing television concessionary. Radlotelevlsao

( 171 ) Art Icle 71m of the law of 21. 1987 as Introduced by the law of
18. 12. 1991.
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Portuguesa. ' RTP' . was also converted Into a public corporation under

direct state supervision. The sole sanctioned exception to the state
monopoly was Radio Renascenca. the radio station of the Catholic Church.

The 1976 Constitution gave formal approval to the dominance of the publiC

sector In the audiovisual field. Article 38 established a licensing
requirement for radio broadcasters and prohibited outright the prlvatt'J

ownership of television stations. In the radio sector, despite the leaway

offered by article 38. con~rol was kept firmly In public hands and It was

only In 1988 that new legislation was passed specifically recognlslng ~
place for private radio. For television, however. article 38, which was

unaffected by the constitutional revision of 1982, remained to block all
attempts to Initiate a parallel I Iberal Isatlon. Revision took place only
In September 1989 with new articles 38 and 39 of the constitution acting

as precursors to Law no. 58 of 1990 which established the legal framework

for private television broadcasting. Article 3 of the 1990 Act

specifically states that television broadcasting can be performed by
public and private operators ' according to the Constitution and th~

present law

B) PrlnclDles of Constitutional Law

Article 37 of the 1976 Constitution. In Its most recent revised form

sets out the basic guarantee of freedom of Information and expression;
, (e )veryone sha II have the right to express and make known hi s or her

thoughts by words. Images or any other means. and also the right tp
Inform. obta I n Informat Ion and Informed without hindrance
discrimination . Article 37 goes on to prohibit censorship and to provide

for a right of reply, of rectification and compensation for loss.
Offences committed In the exercise of these rights are punishable under

the general principles of criminal law and fall within the Jurisdiction
of the courts.

The new art Icle 38, as rev I sed In May 1989. In part addressed
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specifically to the press (sections 1 and 2) but consideration Is given
more generally to the ' organs of social communication ' (sections 3 and
4). embracing within this formulation the audiovisual media. Art Icle 38

considers directly the problem of medl.a pluralism and In Its specificity
goes well beyond the generallsed guarantees of protection whl.ch tend to
characterlse constitutional provisions In the mass media field. Four

d 1st Inct aspects. var 10USly cons I dered promote pluralism are
Identified
journa II sts

the
the

constl tut Ion a I text: I nterna I part Iclpat Ion

ed I tor I a I direction. transparency of ownership,
Independence from political and economic Influence and speclallsatlon,
Thus, freedom for the press Is held to Involve not merely the usual
freedom from prior administrative censorship or restraint but also 
right for Journalists and literary collaborators to participate In the

editorial orientation Of the journal. save where this belongs to the
state or Is of a doctrinal or religious nature. and to elect editorial
councils. A degree of posl t Ive part Iclpat Ion by Journalists In edl tor lal
pollcy-maklng Is therefore envls.aged.

The second concern, that of transparency. also finds recognition 
article 38. Section 3 requires that the law ensures that proper
dlvulgatlon Is made of the ownership and financial sources of the mass

media. Sect Ion 4 calls on the State to protect the Independence of mass
media organs from both political and economic power , preventing ownership

from being concentrated In a few hands. The danger which a concentr.atlon
In ownership poses for freedom of expression finds, therefore, direct
constitutional recognition. Finally. ' speclallsatlon Is demanded of

those enterprises which Invest In the mass media field, a term which

Indicates that such organlsatlons are expected to limit their Involvement

I n other potent I a II y conf II ct I ng sectors.

In the audiovisual domain, article 38 requires the state to provide a

public radio and television service. State bodies are, however. to be
Independent of government and the administration. leaving scope for the
expression of and confrontation between different opinions. Finally. the
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prohibition on private television has been replaced by a general
provision which states that both radio and television stations require ~

licence, granted after a call for tenders, In accordance with the law.

Portugal stands apart from many of Its European nelghbours In It~
dec I s Ion to give const I tutlona I recognlt Ion to a centra I regu I atory body

for the mass media, the High Authority for Mass Communication. Article
39 estab II shes the structura I make-up and genera I competences of the
Authority. which Is required to ensure, Inter alia" reallsatlon of the
rights constitutionally set out In article 38 and examined above. The
Authority Is to give Its opinion on the award of licences by the
government to private television operators and on the appointment and
removal of the d I rectors of med I a organ I sat Ions owned by the state or by

public entities or organlsatlons directly or lI'IdlrectlY under their
economic control..

C) The Reouiat Ion of Intramedla Concentrat Ion

a) The Press

Portugal set up a potentially far-reaching regulatory system for the
press. Article 8. 2 of Law no. 85 - C/75 of the 26th February 1975

provides that special legislation Is to be passed to ensure that the
press fulfills Its public role. Independent from political and economl~

Influence. This goal Is to be achieved . notably, through the prevention

of concentration among press companies and agencies. Although this law

Is now fifteen years old no specific legislation has been passed to limit
concentrat Ion In the press field.

b) Rad 10

Llberallsatlon of radio took p I ace 1988 and. contrast wi th

count r I as such as Greece or Denmark who have carefu II y II m I ted any new
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private ventures to the local dimension . Decree-Law no. 338 of 1988

envisages (article 5) the grant not only of regional and local but also
national broadcast licences. The public service retains a monopoly over

the use of long and short waves, leaving the private operators with
medium and very short (fm) frequencies.

Although there Is no express prohibition on holding multiple radlQ
licences the fact that the applicant does not hold. directly or
Indirectly, another radio licence will be considered a positive factor
when awarding licences (article 7). To prevent circumvention of this
provision through the application for licences by a number of legally
distinct companies. all with the same matrix of shareholders and
administrators. article 2.5 and 2. 7 provides that a company can only own
shares (up to a 30% max I mum) In one other radio broadcast Ing company and

that Individuals can only own shares or act In the administration of one

such company.

c) Television

The way was opened for private television broadcasting two years later by

Law no. 58 of 1990. Here again licences may be either national or
regional . with preference being given to national coverage (article 4).
Licence holders may broadcast using hertzlan waves or employ satellite or

cable transmission facilities (article 3. 4).

There Is no express prohibition on holding multiple licences and 
contrast with the radio provisions non-ownership of a television licence
I s not spec I fled to be a pos I t I ve factor I n favour of app II cants. Heavy

emphasis Is Instead placed on the quality and range of programmes

proposed by a licence applicant . with licences being granted to the
company whose proposals appear most In the ' public Interest' . There 

thus no explicit bar to an exist Ing licence holder applying for a further

licence. Nevertheless. the 1990 Act contains similar provisions to those

found In the radio sector: Individuals and companies are prohibited from
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holding shares In more than one television broadcasting company and
Individuals cannot act In an admlnlstrat Ive capacity for more than one

such operator. These provisions enSure that a company already In receipt

of a television licence, beyond making an outright application Itself for

a second licence. will only be able to hold shares In one other applicant
company. and Its shareholdlng In this second company Is Itself subject to

a threshold 25% limit. No two applicants, at any given licensing round

can thus have the same equity participants. provision designed to

ensure maximum diversity In the ownership of television franchises.

D) The Regulation of multimedia Concentration

Portugal has no specific restrictions on the accumulation of Interests In

different media. Substantial cross ownership of private radio and

television outlets Is nevertheless restricted In practice by the on~
licence only principle for capital participation limits. In addition

article 9 of the 1990 television law, requires applicant companies to
have as their sole object the provision of ' television activities . thus

prevent Ing the television licensees themselves, as opposed to their
shareholders. from Involvement In other media domains. A parallel
provision can be found In art Icle 7.7 of Decree-Law no. 85-C/75 which
stipulates that press companies, editing houses and press agencies can

only have .. beyond their principal object. the exercise of actlvltle$
Inherent In or complementary to that main activity. this Is somewhat
more open than the restriction Imposed on television companies since 

Is possible that ' complementary activities ' could be Interpreted to cover

participation In the audiovisual media. This view Is supported by one 
the few other legislative provision specifically In point: article 7 of

Decree law no. 338 of 1988 stipulates that It will be considered a
positive factor In awarding radio licences that the applicant company has

a majority participation by professionals from the communication sector
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or owns regional papers of at least three years standing.

E) CaDI tal Partlcloatlon Limits

Radio and Television

Portuguese law precludes Individuals or companies from holding shares 

more than one private radio or television company. In the radio sector

art Icle 2. 5 of the 1988 Decree-Law no. 338, provides that any company can

participate only up to 30% of the capital of the radio broadcasting
company. InterestinglY. article 2. 7 does not apply the same limit tp

participation by Individuals. Given . however , that licences can only b~
awarded to companies this enables an Individual to exercise effectlv~

control over a radio outlet . albeit behind a company structure.

By contrast In the television sector. no company or Individual can hola

I n excess of 25% of the cap I ta I of a broadcast I ng company.

F) Foreign Nationality and other ownershlo Restrictions

a) Radio and Television

Radio licences are awarded only to companies and although there are no

foreign participation limits. as there are for television, article 8.
provides that where applicants appear to be of approximately equal

stature preference will be given to those based In the geograph.lcal area

covered by the licence. There are no specific prohibitions on ownership

of radio stations by political or professional organlsatlons.

For television the provisions are more restrictive with a strong emphasis

on Portuguese nationality. LIcences can only be granted to Portuguese
companies with their head office In Portugal and with a minimum social
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capital of 2. 5 million thousand PTEs (article 9 of the 1990 legislation),
The same article limits foreign participation to 15% of the social
capital. Companies seeking television licences must have as their sole
object ' television activities ; while article 3. precludes political
parties or associations. trade unions. professional assoc I at Ions and

local authorities. or bodies In which such entities have a. capital
participation. from owning or financing television broadcasting stations,

b) The Press

Portugal adopted measures which restrict ownership In the press field,
Here again the restrictions focus on ensuring Portuguese control. Article

of Decree-Law no. 85-C175 provides that only ent I t I es wh I ch have

Portuguese nat.lonallty. which reside In Portugal and enjoy full civil and

political rights can own a periodical paper, although exceptions are made

for the publications of foreign diplomatic. commercial and cultura,
representations. Commercial press companIes must have their principal
seat In Portugal and foreign sha.reholdlngs must not exceed 10% of the

social capital nor give voting rights (article 7.8). Finally. members of
the administration or direction of press companies must be Individuals of

Portuguese nationality (article 7. 11).

G) Domest Ic ComDet I t Ion Rules

The Competition Act, Decree-Law no. 422183. has as Its stated object

(article 1) the protection of competition In the national market with a

view, Inter alia, to ensure the transparency of the market and .relnforce
the competltlvlty of economic actors. It Is applicable to all activities

I n the pub II c. cooperat I ve or private sectors. The Act out laws certa In

Individual restrictive practices. for example the Imposition of minimum

pr Ices. as well as concer ted pr actl ces by a number of d I st I nct
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organlsatlons. Exceptions are" however, made In article 5 to th~

prohibition on setting minimum prices for certaIn sectors. among them the

book , newspaper and magazine trades. Also prohibited. In artl.cle 14 . are

those ' abusive ' activities by a company or companIes, dominant In th~
market, which have their object effect the restr Ict Ion of
compet I t Ion. Enforcement

Compet I t Ion Counc II .

these provisions entrusted the

The 1983 Act Is not applicable to central, regional and local

administrations" to the post and teleCommunications services. nor does 

cover those restrictions whiCh are the result of lega.1 or regulatory
provisIons. whether or not enacted before or after the competition
legislation Itself (article 36).

H) The Protection of Pluralism throuah Content Regu lation

RTE. as the establl shed pub II c broadcaster" has trad I t lona II y been

subjected to public service obllgat Ions, concerned both to ensure a wide
range of programme types and to promote the national culture. To further
televisions educational role the Open University Is to be given
preferential terms by the public service operator. As public broadcaster
It Is also required, under the terms of the 1990 Television Act " to allow

access time to certain preferred social organlsatlons. Thus. up to twp

hours a day Is to be allocated to religious bodies (art Icle 25) while
political parties. trade unions. professional and economic organlsatlons
can also claim a share of available airtime (article 32). Messages from

the President of the Republic, the President Of the Parliament and the
Prime Minister must be carried by the public service broadcaster , and In

times of emergency private television operators are placed under an

equivalent obligation (article 24). Nevertheless, non governmental

po II t I ca I par ties wh I ch have a represent at Ion I n par II ament may together

share an equal period of public broadcast time to that granted the
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government (article 40). Individuals and companies are afforded a right
of reply where offensive, erroneous or personally damaging material ha~

been transmitted on the public or private television channels (artlcl~
35) .

In the pr Ivate radio sector considerable emphasis Is p laced on th~
technical and financial aspects of applicants. their economic viability.
projected coverage etc. Where there are applicants of equal stature,
however . one preferent lal factor Is stated to be a major allocat IOn of

time to cultural. educational and Informational programmes (article 7.

of Decree-Law no. 338 of 1988).

In the television sector the recent law. no. 58/90. sets out In article 6

a range of objectives considered to underpin all television broadcasting.
whether provided by public or pr Ivate actors. These Include the famlll.
alms to educate. Inform and entertain the viewing public. with an
emphasis being placed on the promotion of cUltural values In order to
express the national Identity ' and Increase the exchange of Ideas

between Portuguese and foreign citizens. Programming Is to 
Independent . plural, rigorous. objective and distanced from government

Interference (on this. see also article 15). The wide range of public
Interests are to be taken Into consideration. as well as the needs of
children, youth and cultural minorities.

In the private television domain somewhat more rigorous programme

requirements have been set than those which pertain for private radio,
Here licences are awarded to the applicant whose projected service
appears to be most In the public Interest . taking Into conslderat Ion the
projected time for cultural, fictional and Informational programmes
together with the applicants capacity to satisfy the public diversity 

tastes. Finally" television broadcasters are required to transmit regular
news services performed by professional Journalists (art Icle 23).
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...

I) Transoarency Reau I rements

Cons I derab Ie Importance has been afforded the need for transparency 

the mass media. with detailed requirements laid down In the governlns

leg Is I at Ion for the press and television sectors. These call both for
self disclosure of certain details to the public as well as the creation
of official registers to catalogue such Information as media ownership
and shareho I dings.

Shares held In private television companies must be nomlnat Ive (art Icle
4 of Law no. 58/90) and television operators are required to publish

annually In a national newspaper their company report and accounts. The

origin of their finance. whether from their own operations or obtained

from external sources must be Indicated (article 63 Ibid). In addition
the Director General for Social Communication Is required to keep records

of all licensed television operators" with details of their capital
participation In other mass media organl~atlons (article 61 Ibl~).
Finally. all television programmes are to Include details of the author

producer and director (article 23 Ibid).

Shares In press companies must be nomlnat Ive and the names Of all
shareholders and the extent Of their holdings must also be published each

April In all periodicals owned by the company In question (article 7 of
Decree-Law no. 85-C/75). Furthermore" all periodicals must have printed
within them the names of the director and owner together with the
company seat (article 11 Ibid). The Press Council Is to produce an annual

report on the state of the Portuguese press detailing the degree of
concentration among pUblishing companies and their financial situation
(art Icle 17 Ibid).

Registers containing full details of periodical publications,
publishing companies. national press agencies. editing hoUses.
press agencies and Journalists of the foreign press are kept
Minister for Social Communication.

press
fore Ign

by the
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12. UNITED KINGDOM

(A) Principles of constitutional law

The United Kingdom Is alone In the European Community In not having a
written constitution from which an obligation to safeguard media pluralism

could be deduced. Neither does It have. therefore" a constitutional court
that could Influence the way In which broadcasting Is organized.

Judicial Invo.lvement the med I a has also been restr Icted

unwillIngness to Intervene In the decisions of speCialist regulatory
bodies. or step too far Into policy decIsions whIch may be considered to

fall within parliamentary. rather than Judicial competence. Most recentlY

the House of Lords refused to overturn the decisIon of the Home Secretary.
taken In October 1988, to use his power. under sect Ion 29(3) .of the
Broadcasting Act 1981. to prohibIt the broadcast of direct Interviews or
statements by members of certain organlsatlons linked with terrorism In
Nor thern I re I and: a ban whl ch covers. most not I ceab I y, elected members of
the Sinn Fein polItical party. Thus. although the concept of " freedom of
speech" has found some recognition In British Courts(172) the lack of a

wr I tten const I tut .Ion and the resl dual nature of such public Interests
render It a principle of little use to an aspiring litigant.

It Is largely the polley of the government of the day that shapes
developments In broadcasting. especially when It comes to safeguarding
pluralism and preventing concentratIon. However. as British broadcasting
Is currentlY undergoing a process of radIcal reform and restructuring

(172 ) G. v BBC 1981 A. C. 303" Marshall v BBC 1979, I. L..R. Scherlng
Chemicals v Falkman 1981. 2 All E. R. 848.
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following the passage of the Broadcast Ing Act 1990. a few words of
explanation are needed by way of Introduction.

(B) A system In a state of flux

( I ) The broadcast Ing system before the reform

Under the traditional UK broadcasting regime. private broadcasting was
largely bound by the obligation to serve the general Interest and abide by

a host of rules which limited the scope for competitIon and the operation

of market forces. The broadcast services provided by the ITV contractors
and Channel.4 are to cont I nue under the I r ex I st I ng terms unt II

31 December 1992. with the Independent Television commission stepping Into
the regulatory shoes of the IBA for the Inter 1m per I.od. The 15 television
production companIes grouped together within ITV coUld broadcast only on a

regional basis and had to comply with strIct programming rUles designed to

ensure that programmes were dlverslf.led . with quotas to be observed for
regional material. Channel 4 Is to continue broadcasting programmes

reflecting tastes and Interests that are not catered for by ITV . the aim
beIng to ensure that an adequate proportion of air tilDe Is devoted to

educat lonal programmes and to encourage Innovat Ion In the form and content
of programmes. (173) Channel 4 has hitherto been fInanced not by Its own
advertising revenue. but from the profits of the ITV companies, which In
return were entitled to sell advertising time on Channel 4. Since

Channel 4 had a guaranteed level of Income, Irrespective of Its commercial

success, It could not be regarded as just another commercial private TV

( 173) Sect Ion 2(1) of the Broadcast Ing Act 1981. These ob IIgat Ions have
been carr led over under the terms Of the Broadcast Ing Act 1990,
Sect Ion 25.
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station. In radio, there have not so far been any private broadcasters

operat Ing nat lonwlde. but around 50 ILR (Independent Local Radio)

companies, which have to provide high-qUality programmes, are closely
monitored and are occasionally Issued with Instructions.

Cable and satellite broadcasting regulations under the Cable and

Broadcasting Act of 1984 were less restrictive than those of the 1990
Broadcasting Act. Cable ceased to be merely a relay vehicle for existing

domestic channels In the early 1980's. but Its growth as a distinct
broadcast medium has been slow. The total number of homes passed In July

1990 numbered only 1. million wi th subscr Iber figure of Just
347,000(174) . There has been considerable Interest from North American

Investors already established In the field. with US cable and telephone
companies controlling 90% of UK cable franchises. Cable operators obtained

considerable market advantage from the confusion sur.oundlng the
competing Sky and BSB satelllte services: they were able to offer the two

services on one system, thus obvlat Ing the need to buy and Install two
different reception aerials. With the merger of the two satellite firms.
however, some have seen a black c loud over the future of Br It Ish cab Ie,
fearing that satellite broadcasters could fix service rates high enough to

push the cable operators out of business.

The new direct to home satellite services have been more popular than
cable with the viewing public and It Is thought that the combined service

offered by BSkyB will prove . even more attract lye.

Because there has generally been little competition In broadcasting In the

UK" the merger wave that character I zes th I s market has not so far been

much In evidence. The IBA (Independent Broadcasting Authority), a
powerful regulator. had flexible Instruments at Its disposal to prevent
such a trend.

(174) Var lety. November 19th , 1990 at page 100.
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( II) The 8roadcast I ng Act 1990

The new Broadcasting Act 1990 has radically changed the structure of

pr Ivate radio and television In the UK. The Government announced the
general philosophy underlying the reform. namely keener competition and

wider choice for the public . first for radio In Its 1987 Green Paper
entitled "Radio: Choice and Opportunltles (175) and then for radio and

TV I n its Wh I te Paper of November 1988 ent I tied "Broadcast I ng I the
Nineties: Competition. Choice and Quallty" (176) To broaden the choice
of stations, there Is to be a fifth broadcast television channel from 1993

Channel 5" ). as well as new cable and satellite channels and. for the
first time. three Independent national radio stations. The old ITV

companl.es are to become Independent regional broadcasters on what will be

known as "Channel 3" They will also be able to broadcast partial
programmes of limited length (for eXample, their own news bulletins).
Channel 4 will have a production company. to .be established by the
regulatory authority. and has retained Its special status In most other

respects. Nevertheless. Channel 4' status as an Innovatory and
alternative television station may be threatened by the new requirement
Introduced by the 1990 Broadcasting Act that the station sell Its own
advertising time. At a time of recession and In a newly competitive
audiovisual climate the pressures on Channel 4 to be commercially
sUccessful, even at the expense of minority programming will be
considerable. Some reassurance may, however. be gleaned from section 26 of

the 1990 Act which provides that where Channel 4' $ estimated qualifying
revenue for a given year falls below the prescribed minimum Income for that

year the ITC may Impose a levy on the Channel 3 Ilcencees to be paid to

(175)
(176)

Home Office, 1987. Consultative Document. London 1987.
Home Off Ice 1988. the Government ' P Ian for Broadcast Ing
Leglslat Ion. London 1988.
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Channel 4 to cover the shortfall.

The programming requirements which private broadcasters previously had to
observe have been replaced by more flexible COnSumer protection rules that

enabl e the programm I ng structure to be shaped accord I ng to cr I ter I a that
have to do with competition and the public Interest. Previous supervision
by the IBA will be superseded by a " lighter touch" form of regulat Ion by

the Independent Television Commission (ITC) and , for radio. by the Radio
Authority. More Importantly. ITV will react after the event to programmes

broadcast by licensees rather than playing an active role In programming as
I t had to do under I BA gu I de II nes.

The authors of the White Paper were fully aware of the risk that this
poliCY of "deregulation " and allowing market forces to work could open the

door to greater concentration and threaten pluralism: they consequently

deemed I t necessary, desp I te some easl ng of the ru I es, to Ilml t PO$S I b I e

concentrat Ion. (177) SchedUle 2 of the Broadcast Ing Act 1990 consequently
lays down detailed rules on mergers.

(C) Uonomed 18 concentrat Ion

(177) 1988 White Paper, Home Office November 1988, pp. 31-32: "

(...

clear rules will be needed which Impose limits on concentrations of
ownership and on excessive cross-media ownership, In order to keep
the market open for newcomers and to prevent any tendency towards
editorial uniformity or domination by a few groups
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Television

The Broadcasting Act 1990 limits the number of licences which can be held

by a g I ven organ I zat Ion for each poss I b Ie type of broadcast (178) . Une

entreprlse donnee ne peut detenlr que deux licences regionales pour Ie
nouveau "Channel 3" . Only one national Channel 3 licence can be held by any
one person and one Channel 5 licence. According to new government
guidelines those with controlling stakes In one of the nine " large
regional Channel 3 franchises will be prohibited from taking controlling
stakes In other " large franchises but will be allowed to control 
addition one of the smaller six franchises, plus up to twenty per cent 

one other franchise and five percent In others. Although under these
guidelines neighbouring franChises may be held In common. It IS thought
that the Home Secretary may disqualify Initial bids for adjacent areas.
while allowing a " large" franchise holder to take-over a smaller nelghbour
once the morator lum on take-overs comes to an end In 1994(179) I f 
company ho I ds reg lona I or nat lonal Channe I 3 II cence or Channe I 5

licence, It Is not allowed to have more than a 20% stake In a company
holding a licence for either of the other two categorles. (180) This must
not only prevent a concentration of programmes but also must guarantee the

or I g I na I independence of channe I 3 broadcasters wh I ch cou I d be jeopard zed
I f the supp Iy and exchange of programmes were to take place between the
same regional and national broadcasters.

II) Satellite

The holder of a non-domest I c sate III te service licence or person

( 178)
( 179)

Broadcast Ing Act 1990, Schedule 2 , Part III , paragraph 2(1).
Screen Digest , January 1991 , page 5 , Med I a Guard I an. January 21 
1991 , page 21.
Broadcast Ing Act 1990 , Schedule 2 , Part III, paragraph 5(2).( 180)
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providing a satellite television service (other than a non-domestic
satellite service) provided on a non-UK allocated frequency but Intended
for general reception In the UK for general reception In the UK may not

have more than a 20% Interest In companies holding a domestic satellite
licence. Just as. vice versa. domestic satellite licensees can only hold 

to 20% In such a satellite servlce (181) . All the restrictions On holdings
I a I d down I n the Act may be amended by order of the Home Secretary.

In relation to satellite radio services , It Is provided that a person who
holds a licence for such a service cannot hold more than a 20% Interest In

a company which holds a licence for a national radio servlce (182) . The
converse applies also. In addition " a person holding a licence to provide a

sate.llite radio service on any frequency allocated to the United Kingdom
for broadcasting by satellite ("a domestic licence" ) cannot hold more than
a 20% Interest In a company which holds a licence to provide a satellite

radio service which Is not provided on any such frequency ("anon-domestic
Ilcence )(183) . Again . the rule appHesalso conversely.

III) Radio

Existing local sound broadcasting contracts are to continue In force under
the terM::: of the 1981 Act for the remainder of their contracual term . with
only a few am8..dments and the substitution . as regulatory body. of the new

Radio Authority (RA) for the IBA.

For the future. licences will be awarded by the Radio Authority and the

(181 )
( 182)
( 183)

Broadcast Ing Act 1990, Schedule 2, Part III , paragraph 6(2).
Broadcast Ing Act 1990, Schedule 2. Part III , paragraph 6(5).
Broadcast Ing Act 1990, Schedule 2 , Part III , paragraph 6(6).
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Broadcasting Act 1990 limits to 20 the maximum number of local radio

stations that can be owned by each company. (184) A company may hold a

licence In respect of only one of the three new national commercial radio
stations that are to be set up. (185) Finally, a person may not hold more
than six restricted radio Ilcences (186) . Apart from those mentioned above
In relation to satellite radio services, rules limiting concentration at
both national and local level, or restricting multiple shareholdlngs In the
radio sector . have yet to be established.

(D) Mult Imedla concentration

Press/broadcast I ng cross-ownersh I 

In the United Kingdom, the debate on cross-ownership between broadcasting

and the press has been going on since the slxt les. (187) The

Television Act 1964 made It possible to terminate a broadcaster licence
where the regulatory authorities took the view that a newspaper
propr letor ' s stake In a broadcast Ing company was contrary to the public
Interest. Although this rule remained unchanged until the passage of the

Broadcasting Act 1990. even when the Television Act was successively
amended, It was In practice applied with great caution. Since 1968. the
IBA (or Its predecessor) has at all events allowed only one newspaper
proprietor to hold a majority Interest In a television company.
Technically, has prevented such cross-ownersh I Incorporating

( 184 )
( 185)
(186 )
( 187)

Broadcasting Act 1990. Schedule 2 . Part III . paragraph 2(1).
Ibidem.
Ibidem.
For example, a report by the Pilkington Committee on Broadcasting
In 1962 sounded a very clear warning about the risks of pluralism
be I ng underm I ned and compet I t Ion d I stor ted by cross-market I ng.
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appropriate conditions and clauses In the licensing contracts concluded

with broadcasters. This practice was endorsed by the Royal Commlss.lon on

the Press In 1977 and maintained until the new 1990 Act.

No limits other than the ban on majority holdings have been Imposed on
press I nvo I vement In br.oadcast I ng. Loca I newspaper propr I etors have even

occasionallY been encouraged to acquire an Interest In regional telev.lslon
compan I es .

The Broadcasting Act 1990 lays down more concrete and more specific rules
on cross-ownership. Under the Act. the proprietor of a national or local

newspaper cannot acqUire more than a 20% Interest In a company holding a

Channel 3 or Channel 5 Ilcence. (188) The provision also applies vice

versa, to prevent such a licence holder from acquiring more than a 20%
Interest In a company running a national or local newspaper. (189) The 20%

limit also applies to any Interest acquired by the proprietor ofa national
or local newspaper In an Independent National Radio Statlon. (190) This

restriction also applies conversely to limit those with national radio
licences from holding more than a 20% Interest In the proprietor of a
nat lonal or locaI PaperC191) I t Is Important to note that the above-

mentioned restriction Imposed on the proprietor of a local newspaper 

respect of a part Iclpat Ion In the holder of a licence to provide a regional
Chanhe I 3 serv I ce app II es on I Y where the newspaper and the serv I ce each

serve an area which Is to a significant extent the same as that served by

the other (192)

(188) Broadcast I Act 1990. Schedu I e Part paragraph 2(1 )(a) .
( 189) Broadcast I Act 1990, Schedu I e Part IV. par agr aph 3(1 )(a).

( 190) Broadcast I Act 1990. Schedu I e Part IV. paragraph 2(1)(b).
(191 ) Broadcast i Act 1990, Schedu I e Part paragraph 3(1 )(b).

(192) Broadcast I Act 1990, Schedul e Part IV. paragr~ph 2(2).
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In addition , It Is provided that the proprietor of a national newspaper who

holds more than a 5% Interest (but not greater than 20%) In a company
holding a Channel 3 or Channel 5 licence or a national radio licence cannot

hold more than a 5% Interest In any other such company (l93) . This rule
applies also conversely In respect of the participation by such companies
In a company wh chruns ana t I ona I newspaper. (194)

At local level . the Broadcasting Act 1990 provides that the proprietor of a

local newspaper cannot hold more than a 20% Interest In a company which
holds a licence to provide a relevant local radio service where there Is a

significant overlap In the zones served(195) . This provision applies also

conversely In respect of the participation In local newspapers by companies

with local radio Ilcences. (196)

Although the desirability of press-radio concentration at the local level
was debated at committee stage during the passage of the Broadcasting Bill

the 20 % limit to cross Investment where there Is a common service area was

retained. To ensure that undue concentration does not ariSe through cable-

press cross holdings at local level the same provision also prohibits
partiCipation over 20 % by local newspapers In local delivery services (and

vice versa). again where there Is a significant overlap In the areas
served(197) However. these thresholds could be modified by the
Secretary of State.

( 193)
( 194)
(195 )

Broadcast Ing Act 1990. Schedule 2 . Part IV " paragraph 2(3).
Broadcast Ing Act 1990. Schedule 2. Part IV " paragraph 3(3).
Broadcast I ng Act 1990, Schedu Ie 2 , Par I V , par.agr aphs 1 (4) and
2(4) .
B.roadca~!I D9 Act .1~QQ.,. Sche.dul~~

~,_

PaJ.t .IY~, paJ;'agraph 3(4).
Broadcast Ing Act 1990. Schedule 2, Part IV , paragraphs (4). 2(4)
and 3(4).

(196)
( 197)
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The Broadcasting Act does not Impose any comparable r.estrlctlons on holders

of sate III te broadcasting licences and their associates. but It does

empower the Home Secretary where appropr late to Issue orders limiting the

Interests held by newspaper proprletor. (198) These rules 
cross-ownersh I do not app I y to propr I etors of papers wh I ch do not

circulate wholly or mainly In the United Kingdom or a part of It, although
the ITC or RA may extend this to papers with a particular Influence or
circulation In the UK where they deem this to be approprlate. (199)

(II) LImitations on multimedia concentration In broadcasting

The Broadca.st Ing Act 1990 Introduces a detailed series of provlslons (200)

to deal with concentrations across the various broadcast media. These focus

both on the national and local I eve I s as we II as on cross Interests
Involving non-domestic or foreign satellite services. At national level.
holders of regional or nat lonal Channel 3 or Channel 5 television licences,
of domestic satellite licences or national radio licences cannot hold more

than a 20 % Interest In a company holding a licence for either of the other

two categorles. (201)

(199)

Edwards/Buttler, The Broadcasting Bill. Restrictions on Ownership,
International Media Law . Avril 1990, page 29(30); Broadcasting Act
1990. Schedule 2. Part IV paragraph 2(5)(e).
Broadcasting Act 1990. Schedule 2, Part IV , paragraphs 1(1) and
1 (2)..

A 20% cross Investment limit has been adopted as one whIch In the
words of the then Secretary of State, Mr. Me I I or. "prevents a
controlling Interest but recognlses the benefit to the Industry as
a whole. of. permHtlng access to Investment finance . Broadcasting

Bill, Standing Committee F. 25th January 1990, Hansard p. 300.
Broadcasting Act 1990, Schedule 2 , Part III, paragraph 6(1).

( 198)

(200)

( 201)
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A similar 20 % limit on cross Interests has been Imposed at local level for
the holders of local delivery (cable and MVDS) licences, local radio
licences and regional Channel 3 television licences where the zones served

significantly overlap (202) . It Is provided also that the holder of a non-
domestic satellite licence or the prOVider of a satellite television
service, broadcasting on frequencies which have not been allocated to the

UK but whose service appears to the ITC to be Intended for general
recept Ion In the UK . cannot hold more than a 20 % Interest In a regional or

na t I ona I Channe I 3 or Channe I 5 11 censee, In a domest I c sate I I I te I I censee
or a national radio IIcensee (203) . This Is an Isolated attempt, In the
context of European leglslat Ion . to address the Issue of concentrat Ion at
both domestic and foreign (that Is for those services which do not use UK

allocated frequencies) levels. Finally. holders of satellite radio licences
are disqualified from holding more than a 20 % Interest In a regional or

national Channel 3 or Channel 5 licensee or holders of a national radio
Ilcence (204) This provision applies also vice versa to limit
participation to a maximum of 20 % by holders of one of the specified
I icences In satellite radio licensees.

The Broadcasting Act 1990 also provides that these restrictions apply to
limit participation In companies controlling licence holders and connected

persons, to prevent attempts to evade the cross-participation provisions
cons I deredabove (205)

(E) Forelan and other ownershlo restrictions

(202 )
( 203)

Broadcast Ing Act 1990. Schedule 2 . Part III , paragraph 6(7).
Broadcasting Act 1990, Schedule 2 . Part III, paragraph 6(2). This
rule applies also conversely.
Broadcasting Act 1990, Schedule 2 , Part III . paragraph 6(5).
Broadcasting Act 1990. Schedule 2 , Part III paragraphs 7 and 8.

(204)
(205)
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The Broadcast I ng Act 1990 adopts a two-pronged approach to fore I 

ownership In the audiovisual media. For those activities where the centre

of operations would simply be moved outside the UK If foreign ownership

restrictions were enforced (e. g. non-domestic satellite services) or where

foreign. and In particular North American . Investment has been sought (e.

cable) no such restrictions haVe been Imposed. Thus foreign ownership
requirements have not been establl.shed for local delivery services. non-
domestic satellite radio and satellite television services, licensable
sound programme and licensable programme services or for additional
serVlces (206) . For all other licences granted by the ITC or RA applicants
must , If Individuals, either be EC nationals ordinarily resident In the EC.

. ordlnar IIOy resident In the UK the Isle of Man or the Channel
I s I ands (207) I f a corporat Ion . a body formed under the I aw of a Member
State of the EC with Its registered or head office or principal place of

business within the EC. or a body Incorporated under the law of the ISle
of Man or the Channel Islands (208) . Any body which does not meet these
criteria Is disqualified . as are bodies which are controlled by any such
body (209) .

In addition. the Broadcasting Act 1990 sets out series 
disqualifications for ownership which reflect the .Iong~standlng suspicion
of direct political or religious Involvement In British broadcasting.
Thus, local authorities and companies In which they have more than a 5%
Interest are dlsquallfled(210) Also disqualified are bodies whose

(206 )
(207)
(208 )
( 209)
(210)

Broadcast Ing Act 1990, Schedule 2, Part II " paragraph (2).
Broadcasting Act 1990. Schedule 2. Part II. paragraph 1(1)(a).
Broadcasting Act 1990. Schedule 2, Part II " paragraph 1(1)(b).
Broadcasting Act 1990 . Scht)dule 2 , Part II . paragraph 1(1)(1).
Broadcast Ing Act 1990. Schedule 2 . Part 11.. paragraph 1(1 )(c) and
(h).
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objects are wholly or mainly of a political nature, certain related bodies

and companies In which such bodies have more than a 5% Interest(211) . The

same applies In respect of bodies whose objects are wholly or mainly of a

religiouS nature. certain related bodies and companies In which they have

more than a 5% Interest(212) . In respect of such religious bodies only,
the Broadcasting Act 1990 provides that the general rule 
disqualification shall not apply, where the ITC or the RA deem appropriate,

to licences for non-domestic satellite services" licensable programme
services and non-national Independent radlo servlces (213) In respect of

radio services only the 1990 Act disqualifies certain "PUblicly-funded"

bodies. These are bodies (other than local authorities) which receive more

than 50% of their Income In the last financial year from public funds.
certain related bodies and companies In which they have more than a 5%

Interest(214) . Also dlsquall fled are persons who are subject to "undue

Influence" from a local authority or political body and certain related
bodies, but only where the ITC or the RA deems this to be contrary to the

public Interest,,(215) In relation to radio services this
disqualification applies also where such "undue Influence Is exerted by

any of the "publicly-funded" bodies mentioned above (216) . Finally. the

general disqualification applies also to the BBC, the Welsh Authority and

certain related bodles (217) ; advertising agencies, certain related bodies
and compan les In wh I ch they have more than a 5% Interest (218) . Nat lona 

PUblic telecommunications operators and certain related bodies are not

(211) Broadcast I Act 1990. Schedu I e Part II, paragraph 1(1 )(d)

(h).
(212) Broadcast I Act 1990, Schedu I e part I I paragraph 2(1).
(213) Broadcast I Act 1990. Schedu I e Part paragraph 2(2).
(214) Broadcast I Act 1990, Schedu I e Part paragraph 3(1).
(215) Broadcast I Act 1990, Schedu I e Part I I. paragraph 4( 1).
(216) Broadcast .1 ng Act 1990. Schedu I e Part paragraph 4(2)(b).
(217) Broadcast I Act 1990, Schedu I e Part II. paragraph
(218) Broadcast I Act 1990, Schedu Ie Part II. paragraph
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disqualified by the 1990 Act but the Secretary of state Is empowered to

disqUalify them from holding certain categories of Ilcences (219) . The
provisions noted above are carefully designed to prevent ownership " through
the back door" by certain related or associated organlsatlons. The
under lying ph lIosophy of the 1990 Act Is that the licence holders
themselves should not have direct religious or political Involvement. nor
shoUld they express their own viewpoints on such Issues: rather they are to

facilitate the expression of a range of political and religiouS opinions on

their stations.

(F) Ba.n on mergers under compet It Ion law

Alongside the above-mentioned specific rules on media concentration . the UK

has general competition rules that can prevent mergers going ahead and are

designed above all to stop monopolies being formed. AlthoUgh they do not
contain provisions relating specifically to broadcasters, the competition

rules do apply to them too.

Under the Fair Trading Act 1973. the Secretary of state may refer
Implemented or proposed mergers to the Monopolies and Mergers Commission

for vetting and, If they are liable to distort competition. block them or

order them to be reversed. The Office of Fair Trading (OFT) also has
powers under the Competition Act 1980 to take action against positions of
broadcasting firms that are liable to dIstort competition.

In the press sector section 58 of the Fair Trading Act 1973 provides that
the transfer of a newspaper. or of newspaper assets. to a newspaper
proprietor whose papers. plus the paper to be transferred. have an average

dally circulation of 500 000 or more copies, requires the prior consent of

(219) Broadcast Ing Act 1990, Schedule 2, Part V.
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the Secretary of State. In most circumstances the Secretary of State 

required to consider before granting or withholding consent a report
prepared by the Commission on whether the proposed transfer will operate

aga I nst the pub I I c Interest. Where. however " the Secretary- of State Is
satisfied that the newspaper In Question Is not economic as a going concern

he may give his consent without reference to the Commission where the
newspaper Is to cont Inue as a separate newspaper and the case Is one of

urgency; and must give his con.sent without requiring a report from the
Comm I ss i on I f the newspaper Is not I ntended to cont I nue as a separ a te

newspaper. S 1m II ar I y, where the Secretary of State I s sat I sf I ed that the

newspaper concerned has an average dally circulation of not more than

25 000 copies he may also give his consent without a reference to the

Commission. Where a report Is given the Secretary of State remains free to

decide whether or not to give his consent to the transfer. Although few

newspaper mergers have been blocked under the Fair Trading Act' s provisions

David Sullivan. publisher of the Sport and Sunday Sport. was prevented from

Increasing his holding In the Bristol Evening Post In June 1990. Despite

recent moves to view the merger regulations solely In competition terms the
pUb! Ic Interest" was resurrected. largely, It was felt In certain
quarters, to block an operator whose fanciful and " soft porn" papers had

found dlsfavour with the establlshment(220)

(G) Guarantees of pluralism within the structure of the broadcaster and In

programming content

In the Broadcasting Act 1990 there are no specifiC restrictions concerning
the structure of the broadcaster. The Act marks someth I ng of a sea change
In British broadcasting, designed to Introduce a " lighter touch" form of
regulation, more suited to the competitive environment. Thus gone Is the
fam III ar reqUirement prov I de public serv Ice disseminate

Information . education and entertainment" and to secure a "wide showing

(220 ) The Guardian, Friday, 1 June 1990.
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for "programmes of merlt,,(221) . In their place the ITC Is to "ensure fair
and effective competition In the provision of licensed services and In
services connected with them. It must also ensure the provision of services

which , taken as a whole, are "of high quality and offer a wide range of
programmes ca I cu I ated to appea I to var I ety of tastes and

Interests"(222) .

The RA Is subject to obllgat Ions similar to those Imposed on the ITC. Thus.

It Is to ensure diversity of national and local radio services. facilitate
the provision of high Quality programmes and offer a wide range of
programmes calculated to appeal to a variety of tastes and Interests. 
well as ensuring fair and effective competition In the provision of such

servl ces (223) .

What Is most marked Is not. Perhaps. the stated objectives to be attained.
for a clear continuity with the past exists, but In the way In which such

object Ives are to be fostered and enforced. Under the Broadcast Ing Act 1981
the IBA laboured under an obligation to ensure Its contractors compiled
with Its codes and the statutory requirements. It had wide powers to review

programme schedules, suggest modifications and even deletlons(224) - Its
powers were essentially pro- rather than reactive. In contrast , although

the ITC Is to oversee compliance with the general licence reqUirements
(covering such matters as taste, decency. the prevention of disorder and

with heavy emphasis on accuracy and Impartiality), the Commission Is
required merely to "do all that It can" In this respect and has no power to

(221)
(222 )
(223 )
(224 )

Broadcast I ng Act 1981 , sect Ion 2.
Broadcast log Act 1990, sect Ion 2(2).
Broadcasting Act 1990. section 85(2).
Broadcast I ng Act 1981, sect Ions 5 and 6.
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review schedu I es l n advance. The breach of the terms contained In a licence
granted to a Channe 1 3 or Channe I 5 operator may. however I ead to the
Imposition of fine, a reduction In the licence period or ultimate
withdrawal .of the licence. after an Initial warning notlce (225)

There Is also a marked difference In the procedure under which Channel 3

II cences are awarded. Once the app II cant has met a bas I c "qua II ty
threshold" the ITC Is to award a licence to the highest bidder unless

exceptional circumstances Indicate that the qua.llty of the service proposed

by a " low bidder " substantially exceeds that of the "higher bidder . The

Initial quality threshold Is now considerably higher than many had
expected
allocate

however with applicants
suff I c lent time for high

requ I red

qua II ty

to show a comm I tment
news and cur rent affairs

programmes, for high quality programmes generally. for regional . religious

and chlldrens programmes. together with a "proper proportion" of EC
programmes (226) . A tota I 25% of time a I located for Qua II fy log programmes
Is to be set aside for Independent productlons (227) . Applicants may be
held to comply with their proposals In these matters by licence conditions
Imposed by the ITC(228) and enforced by threat of fine or ultimate
withdrawal of the licence. In relation to licensed radio services the RA 

to secure, Inter alia, that programmes do not offend good taste or decency

and that news programmes are presented wi th "due accuracy and
ImpartlaI1ty,,(229)

(225 ) These enforcement prov I s Ions are extended to domest I c sate II! te
services, non-domestic satellite services (with an amendment over
the amount of the fine which can be Imposed) and to local delivery
licences. Similar provisions apply to the radio sector.
Broadcast Ing Act 1990, sect Ion 16.
Broadcasting Act 1990, section 16(2)(h).
Broadcast Ing Act 1990. sect Ion 33.
Broadcasting Act 1990. sect Ion 90.

(226)
(227)
(228)
(229 )
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(H) Disclosure and concentration

The Broadcast I ng Act 1990 conta I ns prov I s Ions des Igned to ensure that
acqu I sit Ions of I nterest are disc losed and to prevent circumvent Ion of the
restrictions. The ITC may thus Impose licence conditions requiring
I I censees to give advance not I ce of planned changes In shareho I dings or the
membersh i p of boards of d I rectors. (230) I t can wi thdraw a II cence where
the structure of the broadcaster Is altered substantially. (231) Similar
provisions apply also In respect of the Radio Authorlty (232) . To safeguard

against circumvention of the restrictions on concentration, the rules to
which the licensee Is subject largely apply also to his dependents or
persons who may Influence him . such as his associates and members of his

f am I I Y . (233)

In contrast to the s.ltuatlon In other countries. however, there Is no
blanket prohibition In the UK on transferring licences: a licence may be
transferred to another company where that company also meets the minimum

standards concerning pluralism laid down by law. The ITC or the Radio
Authority may withdraw the licence only where this Is not the case. One of
the special features of the new system Is thus that licences may be sold on

to the highest bidder once he has passed a pi ura Iism check.

( 230) Broadcast I Act 1990, sect Ion 5(2)(d).
(231) Broadcast I Act 1990. sect Ion 5(2) and (5).
(232) Broadcast I Act 1990, sect Ion 88(2)(d) and (5).
(233) Broadcast Ing Act 1990, SchedU I e Part paragraphs 1(2) (5).


